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THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875

•National Condom Week

Free condoms
from Cutler
breaking
By Carl Clay
Staff Writer
Today wraps up national safe sex week.
Free safe sex packets and condoms are being
distributed in the Memorial Union and at
Cutler Health Center, but there a few things
you should know before you try one ofthose
condoms on for size.
According to consumers here at UMaine,
the free condoms at Cutler leave a lot to be
desired, no matter what your approach.
An informal and unscientific poll of 40
people on campus revealed 75 percent of
CutlerCondom users have experienced"blowouts."Some people preferred to think this was
due to unusually large penis size; however
Consumer Reports suggest otherwise.
In the March 1989 Consumer Reports
study, 40 varieties of condoms were tested
for defects and strength.

In honor of National 11
Condom Week and
Valentine's Day, turn to
page 4 for The Maine
Campus Game of Love.
A standard water test, in which condoms
are filled with about 10 ounces of water to
spot pinholes, was performed. Most companies test every condom for pinholes electrically,dramaticalilf improving the defect rate.
Condoms were also tested for leakage.
When filled, two LifeSt%les models exhibited potential problems, with bulges appearing near the tip of some samples.
Airburst testing was also applied to the
samples. Although not required yet in the
U.S., this form of testing is popular in Europe. The condoms are inflated under controlled conditions until they burst and the
volume and pressure the condom withstands
are recorded.
In general, the test results were positive,
however two condoms flunked with more
than a ten percent projected failure rate.
The two condoms were LifeStyles Kura
Strength with Nonatynol -9 and LifeStyles
Nuda Plus. The LifeStyles extra strength model (without the spermicide) withstood double
the minimum values for pressure and volume.
Apparently, the LifeStyles tested were
the product offaulty machinery. The manufacturer claims this sample was from a defective batch which was recalled about a
year later.
"The reason we give this brand of condoms away is because they were donated to
the Health Center. There is a very limited
supply right now," Julie Marquis of Cutler
Health Center said.
"I don't know anything about testing and
recalls of defective condoms. I do know that
I have three or four blow-outs every time I
try to use the condoms at Cutler, and it isn't
because my penis is all that big," a senior
male who asked to remain anonymous said.
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•Presidential search

Hutchinson to visit UMaine again
Plans to meet with Chancellor Woodbury'somewhere in Maine'
By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer
University of Maine presidential candidate Frederick Hutchinson will once again
visit his home state of Maine to meet with
UMaine Chancellor Robert Woodbury.
Hutchinson,who is currently senior vicepresident for Academic Affairs at Ohio State
University, will undergo more interviewing
with Woodbury this afternoon, said Kent
Price, assistant to the Chancellor.
Several sources have said there would be
a press conference today to announce the
name of UMaine's new president, but Price
denied the rumors.
"There is no press conference scheduled
on Friday. (Hutchinson) will be meeting
privately with the Chancellor," he said.
Kay Hyatt of 1JMaine Public Affairs
also worked to dispel rumors of the press
conference.
"I've been getting phone calls about this

all du and I don't know where this rumor
has come from. As far as I know,there is no
press conference scheduled," she said.
Price said Hutchinson would not be meeting with Woodbury at the Orono campus,
but said they would conduct the interviews
"somewhere in Maine."
According to Price, Woodbury visited
the Ohio State campus Wednesday.
In a letter sent to The Maine Campus last
Friday, George Wood, former presidential
search committee chair said the committee
"forwarded the names of all four finalists to
the Chancellor" on Wednesday. Feb. 5.
At this time, Woodbury is conducting his
own reference checks on the four presidential
finalists and is expected to recommend one
candidate to the Board of Trustees for approval at their Feb. 24 meeting in Augusta.
Woodbury refused to specify when he Fred Hutchinson.(File
photo.)
would make his recommendation to the BOT.
He also would not comment on the curHutchinson could not be reached for
rent status of any of the candidates.
comment.

Blanketed in white

•Greeks

Fiji marathon
to fight cancer
for 13th year
By Justin LaBarge
Staff Writer

Students take the long wan( to campus Thursday, as seen from across the
Stillwater River.(Kiesow photo.)

Does February cabin fever have you
down? If so, then the sure cure for these
midwinter blues starts noon Saturday,Feb.I5
in the University of Maine Fieldhouse, as
the 13th annual Fiji 24- hour Marathon to
Fight Cancer kicks off.
All spectators are welcome to attend and
cheer on the participants as they race to fight
cancer.
"It's like a relay race," said co-chair
Craig Coffin, "so it's a team effort, with
everyone running in succession."
The opening ceremonies began last night,
as the race participants were part of the
'pasta pig out' held by the Fiji fraternity.
Coffin anticipates about 15 teams, each
consisting of a minimum of 10 people, will
participate. The team members will take
turns running or walking in eight- lap intervals, about 1.1 miles, starting at noon on
Saturday, Feb.15 and continuing non-stop
until Sunday at noon.
Massage therapy will be provided
throughout the race by medical students of
the New England College of Osteopathic
Medicine.
The teams donate a $100 registration
fee, and are encouraged to help raise as
much money as possible.
"There is a team from Aroostook (Hall)
that earned about3500 alone," Coffin said.
There will be prizes awarded to the teams
with the highest number oflaps and the most
money collected in sponsorship. Each partic ipant will receive a complimentary t- shirt
Sec MARATHON on page 14
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WorldBriefs
•Investigation

•Human rights

Libya agrees to provide evidence,
witnesses in French airliner probe

Chinese response to prisoner list
criticized by Asia Watch

1

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Faci
ng international pressure and a threa
t of
economic sanctions, Libya agreed
Wednesday to provide evidence and
witnesses in
France's investigation of the 1989 expl
osion of a French airliner over Afric
a.
The new Libyan position is contained in
a report by Secretary-General Boutros
BoutrosGhali, who met Tuesday with Libyan
Ambassador Ali Ahmed Elhouderi.
The position reflects Libya's recent
campaign to adopt a conciliatory stan
d toward
allegations of its involvement in terro
rism. As part of the campaign, inste
ad
of just
dismissing the allegations, it has begu
n its own investigations.
Libya appears to be worried about the
economic sanctions the United State
s, Britain and
France have suggested,as well as
hints that the Western powers may launch
a military strike
if Libya refuses to cooperate.
France has not requested the extraditio
n of the Libyan suspects but has dema
nded Libya
provide evidence and witnesses and othe
rwise cooperate in the French investigat
ion.
Libya has denied involvement in the
explosion.

•Somalian cease-fire

2

BEUING (AP) — The Chinese response to a U.S.
government query about
political prisoners is full ofomissions,accordin
g to a U.S.-based human rights group.
The Asia Watch group this week also urge
d the Bush administration to make
China's response public in order to incr
ease pressure on Beijing's Communist regime to
improve its rights record.
,The United States in June gave China
a list of 800 people believed to be jailed for
political or religious activity, includin
g many accused of participating in the
1989
Tiananmen Square democracy movement
.
Five months later, China gave Secretary
.of State James A. Baker III a document that
divided the names into categories and indi
cated whether they had been sentenced, were
under investigation or had been released.
The list excluded 340 names because the Chinese
authorities said they did not recognize them.
Only 21 people were said to be in jail and
under investigation, but the list excluded
a
number of people known to fit that descriptio
n, Asia Watch said.

WorldDigest

4

UN opens peace talks
4

• Libya will give evidence in French airliner investiga
tion
• Human rights group criticizes China about prison
ers
•Terrorist bomb kills two at US ambassador's home
in Peru

UNITED NATIONS (AP) -- U.N.
SecretaryGeneral Boutros Boutros-Ghali on Wedn
esday began
peace talks aimed at reaching a cease-fire
in Somalia's
clan war and arranging a reconciliation
conference.
He and Undersecretary-General Jame
s Jonah met for
Deady two hours with representatives
of the Organization of
African Unity, the Organization of the
Islamic Conference
and the 2I-member Arab League.
They later issued a statement emphasiz
ing the need for an
immediate cease-fire and saying they
did not favor any group
or faction in Somalia..
'The U.N. Security Council has calle
d for a cease-fire in
Mogadishu and has Unposed an arms emba
rgo. It also is preparing
to launch a vast humanitarian aid project
when the fighting stops.

3

•India unrest

Ord%

6

Sikh militants kill six
AMRITSAR,India(AP)—Sikh milit
ants dragged
passengers out ofa bus and killed six ofthem
in Punjab
state today, police said.
Three militants traveling in a bus aske
d the driver to turn
off the main road in Mandikalan village,
120 miles northwest
of New Delhi.
The militants ordered out nine passenge
rs without beards
— most Sildis have beards as required
by their religion — and
shotthem with rifles,said Harkishan Sing
h Khallon,the senior
police officer of Bhatincia district.
Six of them,including a trainee polic
e officer, died on the
spot. Khallon said. Three people
were hospitalized with
serious injuries, he said.

4

•Train accident

Passenger train hits truck
COTEAU-DU-LAC,Quebec(AP)—
A tractortrailer truck collided with a Via Rail
passenger train
at acrossing during a heavy snowstor
m Tuesday,
killing four people and injuring 48,
officials said.
Via Rail spokesman Paul Raynor
said the truck lost
control and hit the first car of the train
. The car was knocked
off the track but remained upright.
The train was traveling from Queb
ec City to Toronto
when the collision occurred in Cote
au-du-Lac, 25 miles
west of Montreal.
The truck driver leapt clear before the
impact and escaped injury, officials said.
The dead were identified only as two
men and two
women. Via Rail officials said 19 pass
engers were in the
first-class car, right behind the locomoti
ve, and 79 others
were in three coaches.

5

•Terrorist attack

•Parliament

Peruvian car bomb kills Reynolds
confirmed an
two guards at US
Irish pr
ambassador's residence shuffles me minister,
Cabinet

LIMA,Peru(AP)— A powerful car
bomb shook
DUBLIN,Ireland(AP)—Parliam
the U.S. ambassador's residence Tues
entconfirmed
day night,
Albert Reynolds as prime mini
killing two Peruvian police guards outs
ster
on
Tuesday, and
ide and badly
he swiftly purged his Cabi
wounding two others, police said.
net of ministers closely
identified with his predeces
Neither of Peru's two leftist rebel grou
sor, Charles Haughey.
ps immediately
Reynolds dismissed eight of
claimed responsibility.
the 15 Cabinet members,
naming David Andrews to
Later, guerrillas bombed at least three
repl
ace
Gerry Collins as foreign
banks in Lima.
affairs minister and Padraig
The bla.st at the residence tore a hole 20feet
Flynn to replace Ray Burke as
long in a 10-foot- justice
minister.
high protecting wall and knocked out powe
r lines in the area.
Collins and Burke were deep
U.S. Ambassador Anthony Quainton
ly involved in Irish policy
was not home at toward
Britain and Northern Irela
the time,and no one inside was hurt,an
nd.
embassy spokesman
Members of the Dail, the
said, speaking on condition of anonymit
lowe
r house of parliament,
y.
voted 84 to 78 to approve
The explosion rocked the main U.S.
Pres
iden
t Mary Robinson's
Embassy building nominati
on of Reynolds.
across Arequipa Avenue from the resi
dence.
Haughey resigned last week
The four police officers were part ofthe
as leader of Ireland's domsecurity team that inant
political party,Fianna Fail,
guards the embassy and residence, a
following charges he knew
police spokesman said. abou
t a decade-old wiretapp
Police said a red car had been parked
ing
scheme.
in front of the wall
Reynolds, 59, has not sign
shortly before the explosion, but all
aled any departures from the
that remained were polic
ies of Haughey's coali
twisted pieces of chrome and charred
tion government, which took
metal.
offic
e
in 1989.
Officers pointed patrol car headlights
into the gap in the
Elected to the Dail in 1977
wall and searched for more expolsiv
, Reynolds built a fortune
es after the blast. Tree
operating dance halls
branches and rocks littered the sidewalk
and later founding a pet food
.
company.
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•Women's issues

NOW sponsors teach-in on sexual harrassment
By Elizabeth Satterfield

Staff Writer
After the Anita Hill-Clarence Thomas
sexual harassment case, the public became
aware of the problems associated with sexual harassment.
To educate residents of the surrounding
area, a sexual harassment teach-in was held
Wednesday at the Memorial Union. The
teach-in was sponsored by the Greater Bangor chapter of the National Organization for
Women and the Women's Resource Center
at the University of Maine.
"The teach-in is the result of considerable concern about sexual harassment and
the silence about it," said JoAnne Dauphinee, coordinator of the Bangor NOW.
According to a brochure published for
the UMaine System, sexual harassment includes being submissive to conduct, whether sexual advances, requests for sexual favors or other verbal or physical sexual conduct when it is a term of an individual's
employment or education.
If that behavior interferes with the individual's performance or creates a hostile or
offensive working, living or educational environment,it may also be sexual harassment.
"It's much more pleasant to deal with the
prevention of sexual harassment," said Sue
Estler, director of Equal Opportunity at

UMaine. "Employers can't afford to deal
with both the internal [interruption of production] and the external [bad publicity]
costs of a sexual harassment case," she said.
Estler outlined four steps for prevention
of sexual harassment, which are now elements of the new Labor-Sexual Harassment
policy (Chapter 474)in Maine.
Estler said the most efficient way to deal
with sexual harassment is to confront it
directly. She said her role is to play the
power assist for persons wanting to stop
offensive behavior.
"It's best if a person can work the problem
out internally and say 'Listen, when you say
and do those types ofthings, you make me feel
uncomfortable.' This may end it," she said.
Estler said it is important to document
behavior and contact with the offensive party. Keeping records of what happened, who
is involved, what you said and what response you receive will help in further investigations.
Clare Hudson Payne, a management labor attorney with Eaton,Peabody, Bradford
and Veague,said many complainants fail to
meet what she considers the three elements
constituting legitimate sexual harassment.
The elements are unwelcomeness, conduct
of a sexual nature and employee-related.
"People fail the first two [elements].
They are asked why they didn't say some-

Clare Payne and Sue Estler take part in the Sexual
Harrassment in the
Workplace discussion in the Union Wednesday evening
.(Sampson photo.)
thing sooner if their behavior was unwelcome? You should blow the whistle right
away to provide credibility," Payne said.
Payne said many male employees are
wary of the new policies and said communication between employees is key.
"There is still the classic myth that women file frivolous complaints to get even with
certain men. It's a myth men believe which
the media encourages," said Payne.

"Employers still have a difficult time discerning what is unlawful sexual harassment;"
said Patricia Ryan,executive director of the
Maine Human Rights Commission.
Estler said prevention should start with
elementary aged children."Boys and girls at
elementary school ages learn the language
without any sense of meaning.Teachers and
parents should speak out and say its not o.k.
to make sexist remarks," Estler said.

•WIC luncheon

Technical language conceals human suffering lecturer says
By Elizabeth Satterfield

humanistic reading attempts to undo the authority and embedded coding within a text.
"Technical writing gives privilege to cerForcing companies to re-evaluate their tamn voices, those who are
articulate, well
procedures reporting accidents in a more gen- organized, objective
and meet audience exder-neutral language may save lives, accord- pectation," she said.
ing to Beverly Sauer.
Sauer said technical writing gives historSauer, associate professor of English, ical information, a recordin
g ofevents, while
spoke at the Women In Curriculum luncheon the performative truth,
or how the particular
Wednesday. She has been awarded a grant event affected people, is left
out. It is the
from the National Science Foundation to do performative truth that would
be most useful
research on accidents in coal mines,
in influencing change in safety standards and
The feminist standpoint on language,Sau- mining practices.
er said, includes ideas like all writing is genAccording to Sauer, the historical truth
dered, interpretation of a text is a political act does not assign responsibility
for any ace
dependent upon such gender codes, unstated dents but instead lists causes
such as malfuncassumptions give texts power and this absence tion of equipment.
of'truth' is problematic.Sauer said feminist or
"In filed accident reports,causes are listed
Staff Writer
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as 'a train of explosives failed to detonate' as
if no person were responsible," Sauer said.
Sauer also sited the use of passive verbs as a
problem related to assignment of responsibility.
"I read statements such as 'paper wrappings were slit' which indicates something
just happened all by itself," she said.
—Technical language conceals the honor
of human suffering," Sauer said.
Mining officials use the excuse they do
not want to upset widows who read the accident reports, she said, adding there is only a
half an inch space on the official Mining
Safety and Health Association accident form
to describe what actually took place and give
data for prevention.
"They have it down to a formula,"
Sauer said.

Blatt

The lock of description lessens the fact
that fatalities and numerous injuries take place
as a result of these accidents, she said.
The women within the mining communities have their own language to define the
amount of danger their husbands face daily.
Sauer said. They know the coal dust is not kept
within regulation by the number of wash loads
it takes to do laundry. Safety officials do not
listen to the women because, Sauer said, they
lack "credibility,technical expertise,corporate
status and similar money making values."
While Sauer said it's the language of the
documentation which controls thinking,some
audience members disagreed that making a
change from passive to active voice and using
more adjectives would have much ofa change
on the practices of the mining industry.

YIANNI'S, hiah-di blab

blab. YIANNI'S

blab. Blah blahh blab bla.,blab blah? Blah blab.
blab blab blab YIANNI'S. YIANNI'S blab. bla
Walt. YIANNI'S
blah

YIANNI'S

Isla.de

blab. Blah blab. blab blab
bla-di blab blab YIANNI'S!

Thursdays..

25< Drafts
$1.50 Pitchers

Sundays
12 - 9 pm

50 Drafts

Thursday
through
Sunday..

Famous Iced Tea $2.80

Natural Light &
Old Milwaukee's Best

YianniS Pizza - University Mall, Orono
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The Maine Campus proudl
y presents
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Kiss Sigh with pleasure,
stay here as long
as you want or
), say goodnight.

94~ Zoe I
\\P
Unprotected sex

Heavy petting

Go back to start and
think about penicillin,
AZT or baby names.

i
Ili
_ )

One of the safest ways to
have sex. Seductive,
simple and fun. Use as
foreplay or as the main
course. Go ahead three.

It's the only
100% effective
method of protection
from STDs or unwanted
pregnancies. Stay on this spot
as long as you want, sometimes
this can be a scary game and
you may not want to keep
playing it. If you get
bored, advance one space

Contraceptives can be picked up at:
•Condoms are available in most
laundry rooms on campus
•The Bookstore
• Cutler Health Center
•Penguis Family Planning, 262 Har
low St. Bangor 941-2836

Sex with
Condom and
Spermicide

Coitus Interruptus
Othenvlse known as
'pull and pray' most
people who practice this
method are now called
parents. Go back five.

Fall asleep
Relaxation is good.
If it happens after sex,
roll again.
If it happens during sex,
go back to start.

Double the pleasure, double the fun
.
Roll again, and again, and again
with good protection
against STDs or
unwanted
For further information about commun
pregnancies.
ication and good, safe sex, try
reading
Male Sexuality by Bernie Zilbergel
d, or For Each Other by Lonnie Bar
bach, or
talk to the folks at Cutler Health Cen
ter.

Have sex using
"the pill"

The pill is the most effective
method of reversable birth control.
\The pill that is available today
has
fewer side effects than earlier
versions. Not very good
protection against STDs.
Roll again.

Oh Yes, Yes, Yes.

G0'F() .1 Ii

ve sex using
a diaphram

1111111111

Used with spermicide, the
diaphram is an effective
means of birth control that
offers protection against
some STDs. Roll again.

Do not pass GO do not collect $20

0

Communication—the key to playin
g the
safe-sex game well
To many, sex is the only human activity
which can be done well
without practice, learning and even
communication. The solution
to many sexual dysfunctions and dis
appointments is good
communication, expressing your fear
s, hopes and desires. This
kind of intimacy is often the most diff
icult to express, but is
always the most rewarding.

The object of the game: open-ende

d sex

Cuddling

Kissing

Erotic Caresses

Self-Pleasuring
Shared Fantasies

Genital Touches

Oral Sex

Participate in
oral or aural sex
Talking dirty can be fun, and
oral sex is nice, but don't
talk with your mouth full.
Remeber to use protection;
oral sex may transmit
the AIDS virus.

Sensual Caresses
Massage

Suffer alcoholrelated bladm
Ever have one of those nights
when you... well... just can't
remember? Alcohol and sex don't
mix well. Go back one space if
you're lucky, six if you aren't.

..

Make deposit in
sperm bank
If you are male,
advance one space.
If you are female,
advance four spaces.

Ccii
Orgasm

SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION
Males: premaixe ejaculation,
inability to get erection
Females: Vaginismus, inability to
attain mg=
Advance to communication and by
playing again.

Fake org
The real thing Is muc
much better. If you
want to have one, try tellio
your partner what you lixt
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•Russian politics

Danger back in former USSR discussed in lecture
By Matt Libby

Staff Writer
Jim Warhola of the department of Political Science warned of the dangers of fascism in Russia at the Socialist & Marxist
Studies luncheon series yesterday.
He said recent events in the former Soviet Union could turn out much differently
than intended. Democracy may only disrupt
the idealistic plans and turn around completely and become a fascist nation.
One of the signs that could lead to a
fascist government would be the further
deterioration of the economy,"and nobody
seems to be predicting things to go the other
way," Warhola said.
Russia is in economic straits that have
put it in a less than desirable situation.
"With the emergence of industrialization and with the emergence of liberal de-

mocracy,there is a massive shift away from
futile society," Warhola said.
Warhola said people need to have a sense
of belonging, which may contribute to the
emergence of fascism.

to God. Recent events break all Russian
traditions, since independence and democracy have not been Russian strong points
throughout history.
"They have deeply rooted autocratic el-

"This(sense of belonging) is the whole idea offascism —
to bind together and find organic unity," said Jim
Warhola, department of Political Science
"This is the whole idea of fascism — to
bind together and find organic unity," he
said.
It is part of the Russian tradition and
history to function in a fascist community.
It dates back to the autocracy of the Czars,
who had absolute power and answered only

ements," Warhola said.
Warhola didn't seem too confident in
Russia's ability to break out of its tradition
and pave a new road.
"Especially in Russia, there needs to be
this mere sense of unity," he said.
The feeling of nationalism was intended

to bring a feeling of mutual spiritual bliss,
which Warhola said brought the nation together.
"There is a conception of organic character of society," he said, "where the individual is not a full human being unless he is
connected in some spiritual sense, larger
than him or herself. The nation represents
some mystical entity that if the individual
doesn't belong to a nation, then he is a
Spiritual Bastard."
Nationalism has always been strong in
Russia and this new attempt at industrialization and democracy will add diversity to
Russian culture; politically, economically
and psychologically.
Warhola said with diversity and an economic struggle Russians will be dangerously
close to reverting back to a fascist nation with
a spiritual unity. For many, "fascism is not
seen as danger, but as opportunity," he said.

•Economy

Mitchell says
Bush using
gimmicks
By William C. Hidlay
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell has fired a
new salvo at President Bush in the political
fight developing over the Republican administration's plan for reviving the nation's
economy.
Mitchell, speaking at a news conference
Wednesday,accused Bush of abandoning a
tax cut for the middle class and trying to pay
for his economic recovery plan with an
accounting gimmick.
The Maine Democrat also said the tax
bill submitted to Congress on the president's behalf late last week does not contain
his promise to repeal a luxury tax on yachts.
Mitchell said he would try to change that.
Bush is trying to divide his economic
recovery plan in two parts. He wants Congress to act by March 20 on the first part, but
delay action on the second part until later
this year.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
SKI WEEKS
MT. SUTION, CANADA
5 Days Intercollegiate Activities
5 Nights Lodging in
Mountainside Condo
5 Day Lift lIcke
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Brain power
Now available
on the
installment plan.
Here's a way to km faster and woric
smarter without putting a lot ofcash down
It's called the Apple Computer Loan.
Right now,qualifying students, parents
borrdwing on behalfofstudents,and faculty
and staff members with an annual income
ofat least $15,000,can purchase an Apple'
Macintosh computer system using a special
financing plan set up just for you.
Apply to borrow from $1,500 to $10,000 for
a Macintosh computec other Apple products—
induding the AppleCaree extended service
plan,and up to three software packages.

If you're a student,you'll be able to defer
principal payments for up to 48 months
while in sdiool, making interest-only payments
until 30days after you graduate or leave school.
Intent rates are surprisingly low,and you can
take up to eight years to!rimy.*
So stop by today and fill out a loan
aPPlication.
Because this is one way to afford a
Macintosh,eiden if you can't afford a Macintosh.

Visit the Microcomputer Resource Center
11 Shibles Hall or call 581-2519

Call Ski Travel Unlimited.

1-800-999-SKI-9
Group Leader Discounts

Spring Break, 1992
Sponsored by Labatt's & Mt. Sutton.
Legal Alcohol Age is 18
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•Two Rutgers students bike across the country
• Bowdoin College insists that Greeks go co-ed

•Road trip

Cross-country trip leaves Rutger bi
s kers with many tales
Reynolds

By Amy

crazy for embarking on a coa
st-to-coast walk,we wanted to ride
from ocean to ocean,"
journey through Smalltown,
The 1992 trip came about because
U.S.A., they Hitman says. "We
Hitdipped our tires in the man and Ruppert "worke
say it was the ride of their live
d all through this
s. The trip, Atlantic Ocean, then
The 50-day,3,455-milejourney
when we ended up in summer," Hitman says.
was near in fact ,was so won
"We just started
derful, they're doing it L.A.,
its end.
we dipped our tires in the Pacific Ocean." gett
again this summer.
ing ants in our pants."
Seemingly safe from unfriend
Hitman and Ruppert rode through 11
ly dogs
Being veteran riders this time
The idea came about in the spri
and Midwestern farm tractors
around,
ng of states during the 50-day,
that take up an 1990, when
3,455-mile trip, the two became more advent
the two Rutgers seniors, then
urous and enentire road,two Rutgers Univ
Hit
man
says
they
ersity students sophomore
did not have an organized listed 25 people to
s in communications,were bored
come along on this ride
pedaled peacefully through
,
plan for stops in towns along the way
the California and just hangin
, but which will start in Seattle at the
g out.
desert.
start of the
once they explained to hotels what they
summer and end in Atlantic City
"Mark and I got together and
Unfortunately,the serene pict
.
thought, were doing and showed
ure ofSam 'What can we do?
them local newspaThis time, Hitman says,the group
"
Hit
man says.
Hitman and Mark Ruppert ridi
is large
per
arti
cles to support their claims, people eno
ng their bicyThe answer, of course, was
ugh to raise more money for the
cles along a warm,dusty trail
ride
thei
Lung
r
don
ate
d
roo
ms
as they headed bicycles
for the night and restaurants Association
across the country.
and another cause the group
for the big city of West — Los
felt
offered free food.
Angeles —
But the selfish pleasure(and pain
was worthy of contribution —
lost its idyllic charm in the
DARE.,
)wasn't
"We went slowly but surely and just
ensuing flash enough, Hit
rode which stands for Drug Abuse
man says — they wanted thei
flood, complete with 95-mph
Resistance
r until we got tired," Hitman says.
winds.
"The peo- Education, a national pro
trek to be worth something.
gram designed to
"I never knew what(flash floo
So they ap- pie we met on the road
d)meant," proached the Ame
were terrific."
prevent drug abuse in high schools.
rican Lung Association
Hitman says. With an apprecia
tive empha- and asked if the
group would like to sponsor
sis he adds,"Now I do."
•Greeks
them. As a result,the two newfou
Hitman and Ruppert got off thei
nd cyclists
r bicy- and another friend, Scot
t Jensen, who drove
cles and began to walk as a
pickup truck a van across the
country and met the two at
passed. The driver stopped and
gave them a checkpoints for
safety reasons, raised
lift to the next town — Twentynin
e Palms, $10,000 for the orga
nization.
Calif., a small military town
northeast of
"Our original goal was to rais
Palm Springs.
e $1,000
each," Hitman says.
The flash flood in California
BRUNSWICK,Maine(AP)— Bow
was just
After car washes, candy sales
doin without traditional fraternities
one story from their 1990 sum
and writ- College officials
and sororimer bicycle ing letters and mee
may decide next month to ties Bow
ting with local businesses
at
doin, many students may cho
road trip that started in Atlantic
ban
the
ose
scho
ol's remaining single-sex fraCity, N.J., for donations,
to attend other schools.
the incoming funds far exand ended in Los Angeles.
ternities and sororities.
ceeded their expectations and
"If you don't agree with the admi
they were
Although some might say Hit
nistraCollege President Robert H. Edw
man and ready to go zig-zagg
ards tion, you're told to get
ing along the backroads told
Ruppert — neither of whom
out." he said. "It's
about 600 students and faculty
had biking of the U.S.
at the trod the beaten path or get
experience prior to the trip
out."
school's Pickard Theatre on Mon
— are a bit
day about
"We started at the Atlantic city
Some of the school's 130 fraterni
board- a plan to suspend or expe
ty and
l'students whojoin sorority
members who attended Monday
single-sex fraternities or soro
's
rities.
speech may oppose the prop
osal iu a series
Bowdoin adopted rules in 198
8 requir- of open forums sche
duled over the nextfew
ing fraternities and sororities
to open their weeks, Meardo
The Union Board Presen
n
said
.
mem
ber
shi
p
to both sexes. Eight complied,
ts.
The three fraternities and one soro
but three fraternities and one
rity who
sorority re- have notchange
d their single-sex membership
fused and were denied official
recognition policies will figh
t the proposal, he added.
by the college.
"I'd like to stick it out and try
Edwards' proposal to eliminat
to keep the
e the non- fraternity system
going whether the admincomplying groups will be vote
d on by the istration likes
it or not," he said.
school's Governing Boards next
month.The
Edwards pointed to the coll
Governing Boards control poli
ege's basic
cy within the principals
of honesty and non-discrimi
school.
nation in support of eliminat
Edward's proposal was the
ing Bowdoin's
result of a single-sex frat
ernities.
weekend meeting with mem
bers of the
Despite the controversy, Edw
school's executive commit
ards said
tee, many of budgetar
y and academic concerns are
whom also hold leadership
more
positions on the importan
t issues facing Bowdoin.
college's Governing Boards
.
"I am not going to allow
Steve Meardon,president of
myself to be
the all-male deflected,"
he said."The issue is someth
Delta Kappa Epsilon frat
ing
ernity, said that, of a sid
eshow in my affairs."
CPS

Bowdoin may ban single-sex
sororities and fraternities

UNION
BOARD

A Quest For
Acoustic Excellence

Open Mike Night
Wednesday, March 18 - 8 P
M
Place: Damn Yankee

Musicians & Singers

990 Pizza!

for Coffeehouse Ambiance

-1

It's so simple! From now
until February 29, buy
any small pizza from the
Pizza Oven and use this
coupon to get another*
for only 99 cents!"

2 songs per performer(s)
10 minutes or less

WIVE
ER ,
1pii
4...0EL

Pizza Oven

1 154 Park Street, Orono 8665505

Prizes:
1st Place: $200
and Open for next coffee
house
2nd Place: $100 3rd Plac
e: $50

Sign up by February 21st

Memorial Union, TUB Office
(1-1735)

L

r

'
of equal or lesser value"
three topping limit,
one coupon per cust
omer per order

50-70% OFF EVERY DAY 1
on Name Brand Foo
twear, Equipment,
Apparel,
Closeouts, Discontinued
Items, Salesman's Sam
ples

20%.Mgale pi
for any purchase
expires 2/29/92

GOLDSMITH'S
Outlet Store
10 N. Main St. • Old
Town
10-5 Mon-Fri, 10-2 Sat
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NationalNews
•Stormy weather

• West Coast storm among the worst in a centu

ry

• Kennedy files will remain secret, say CIA, FBI
•Government

Southern California buffeted FBI,CIA not releasing
any
by flooding, mudslides
files on Kennedy assassination
By Michael Fleeman
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Southern California homeowners sandbagged their property against more flooding Thursday after
days of rain left at least five people dead,
swamped some 150 houses and carried off
motor homes and cars.
The storms, among the worst in a century, pounded Southern California fora fourth
day Wednesday, causing mudslides that
suffocated a couple in their bed. Helicopters
plucked motorists from atop cars on a flooded highway.
"It washed one of my cars down," said
Mike Sowell, resident of a recreational vehicle park that was deluged by the Ventura
River. "I don't know where it went — it
rolled over and went out to sea, I guess."
Four people were reported missing, including a 15-year-old boy swept away while
trying to retrieve his bicycle from the rolling
Los Angeles River.
The storms have dumped up to 10 inches
of rain since Sunday. The rain stopped late
Wednesday, but more was expected today.
• The storms have brought little relieffrom
a drought now in its sixth year,officials said.
Southern California gets most of its water

from reservoirs hundreds of miles away,
and they have missed the brunt ofthe storms.
Gov.Pete Wilson declared an emergency
in Los Angeles and Ventura countries. The
order will allow state employees and equipment to take part in relief efforts and frees
state money for repairs to public property.
Terry McGough stacked sandbags to protect his home in the San Gabriel Mountain
foothills above Pasadena, but wasn't sure if
it would do any good.
"You know,this water can move a car, it
can move a boulder down the street. It'll
move sandbags, no problem," he said.
On Wednesday,swirling waters uprooted motor homes at the RV park northwest of
Los Angeles and swept at least one out to
sea. Another was smashed up against a railroad bridge. About 100 people fled and at
least one drowned.
A county Fire Department helicopter
flew just above the water,edging up to halfsubmerged RVs so a crew member could
lean out to knock on doors and windows and
check for people trapped inside.
Nearby, helicopters plucked motorists
from atop cars mired in roiling waters over
U.S. Highway 101. About 25 homeless people were routed from thickets in the usually
dry riverbed.

By John Diamond

Associated Press Writer
ARLINGTON,Va.(AP)— The FBI and
the CIA have no plans to release secret material on the assassination ofPresident Kennedy,
agency spokesmen said Wednesday.
The comments followed concerns raised
by an assassination expert about legislation
proposed by Rep. Louis Stokes, D-Ohio,on
the release of assassination documents held
by the executive and legislative branches.
James Lesar, who heads an assassination
research center, said in a forum Wednesday
on the assassination that Stokes' proposal
may prompt resistance within the intelligence community.
A law professor who is helping Stokes
draft the legislation said the concept enjoys
support on Capitol Hill and at the White
House.
Sen.David Boren,D-Okla.and the chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee,
said recently that government intelligence
agencies should cooperate with the House in
declassifying assassination documents.
FBI Director William Sessions has said
he would cooperate with Congress in releasing assassination documents. FBI spokesman Michael Kortan said the bureau has

already made public some 225,000 pages of
Kennedy assassination material.
Kortan said the FBI continues to withhold other assassination material based on
standard government restrictions involving
security, privacy and confidentiality.
"We've pretty much made everything
available we have over the years," Kortan
said. The confidential material is protected
by law, he said. "1 don't know how (Congress) can supersede that."
CIA spokesman Mark Mansfield said
the agency has cooperated with various official assassination investigations and will
continue to do so. CIA Director Robert
Gates has made no public statement on the
Stokes proposal nor any commitment to
unsealing documents kept secret for security reasons, Mansfield said. The CIA has
made public about 11,000 pages of Kennedy
assassination documents.
Lesar said that some 750,000 pages of
documents on the Kennedy assassination
locked up by the House Select Committee
on Assassinations until 2029 "could be released tomorrow" with a simple majority
vote of the House. By including executive
branch agencies in the proposal, Lesar said,
the release of documents would require
House. Senate and presidential approval.

Bring your favorite'valentine into the Bookstore,

receive a free gift* and register for a grand prize.
Come to our lobby area for a free sample of
Snapple/Clearly Canadian. You'll it.
When purchasing any non-text book,pick a from the
box and receive a discount on your
book purchase. It could be 20%,
30%,50%,or even free*.

*While supplies last - today only
*One heartper book
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EditorialPage
•National Condom Week

Love very carefully

C FAANHAN

WI! I'M (3RENfr LITTLEFIELD,
DID You LIKE 11Nr usE
OF
YOUR pmaJE
cor

Today marks the end of National Condom
week, but not
the end of condom use and individuals'
responsibility to
cora HE v.( lat. pug poses?
themselves and their partner.
ro lovE To TALK,
Every yearthe University hasdone an increasi
tAusE
ngly outstandI
CARE ABOVT
ing job on promoting the use and distribution
ofcondoms.This
You PEKsoNALLYT
year the range of events, workshops and disp
lays proved to
students that safe sex is not only a great idea
, but a lot offun,too.
The University of Maine does, however, have
a history of
problems with the condoms it carries on camp
us.
Last year, UMaine Campus Vending Serv
ices knowingly
let expired condoms be purchaseld in resi
dence hall condom
machines. The condoms had an expiration
date of May 1991
and remained in machines until Oct. 8.
For the last few years, Cutler Health Cent
er has made a
limited number of condoms and safe sex pack
ets available to
students for free. Free condoms in matchboo
k packaging and
safe sex packets were also given away at the
table in the Union
this week as part of National Condom Wee
k. The condoms
given away in all of the above settings, Lifestyl
es, leave much
NIINIMVP.1
to be desired.
CoNT‘t wrio e..•
The March 1989 edition of Consumer Repo
rts questioned
the effectiveness of Lifestyles after testing
what turned out to
be a defective batch, which earned a proj
ected 10 percent
failure rate. Students also frequently complain
of"blowouts."
Cutler has the right idea,but the wrong product.
According
The national holiday for alleged
to an employee at Cutler, the Center is able
to provide free affection and self-delusion has arcondoms to students because they were dona
Michael
ted. Do everyone rived and is blessing this troubled
a favor,either alert the students ofthe dubi
ous performance of ivory tower with a day full of true,
Reagan
false and sappy sentiment.
the Lifestyles brand, provide a condom with
a better reputaThe sappy sentiment,like singtion, or don't provide them at all.(MM)
song cards

I- 976 •D

3% / miwire

Love myths miss the mark

never annoyed by various problems and frailties.
"We have so much in common"
is a line for those willing to admit
there are some minor differehces.
But no couples have great similarwith AABB rhyme and is the
most laughable.
ities
and common interests. Only
schemes, usually tries to obscure
Look at it this way: is it possible identical twin
s and state police have
hard reality about relationships.
•Political messages
to have hate at first sight? lest a lot in
common.
It is the point that escapes most
glance at somebody,not even sayFor those who believe in an
Americans and nearly everyone
ing a word,and suddenly you have ordered, expla
inable cosmos with
on campus.
seething hatred for a person you ready-ma
de lovers, prozac should
Relationships take work.
have not even met? Hardly. Even be taken
as soon as possible.
The red light on your phone is illuminated,
Despite the hype, it is not easy,
hatred takes time to boil.
you've got
Anot
her
big delusion is to substiit is not effortless. Love is not a
a message on your machine. Oh joy.
It is possible to have a preju- tute love
for
lust. "He's hot. I'd like
passi
ve
activity.
Um, no.
diced opinion of an unknown per- to meet
him" isa response that indiMany people take the easy
son with no
Oh the wonders of technology. To think
that a year ago way out and agree a lot on early ine emot basis on fact or genu- cates arousal, not depth of feeling.
ion, and that's what love Initial lust on
the University of Maine didn't have Meri
a few occasions bedian Mail. It was dates because it takes less work. at first sight is.
comes something else, but notoften.
a simpler time, with less annoyances.
Yes, dates involve passive agree"We hit it off so well," goes
Valentine's Day, if preserved
ing like "gee, that's great" and
Who knew the multiple uses this phone
one tired phrase. "She could be- at all,
system would "uh-huh."Peop
should actually be split up
le act smarmy and gin a sent
have. There are even options available that
ence and I would finish into two days
most students were agree to avoid saying anyt
, one day for love
hing it for her." In othe
not aware of until Monday when ever
r words, the and the other for lust. may
y on campus resident the least bit "offensive."
It
be
guy kept interrupting and
found a message on their machine, and it
she tough to admit which is which,
Reality intrudes,though,and
wasn't from God.
couldn't say much.
but classic lines like "So, was it
Politics has stumbled into technology. Bren
eventually there is some dist Littlefield
The even more tedious"I knew good
for you too?"are often found
agre
emen
t.
was able to make a distibution list to
from that moment I saw her I was on
send his campaign
Lust
Day.
"Yes
,
I'd
love
to
go
to the mon"message" to all. The guy sure knows how
to campaign, if ster truck show!" is a line many going to marry her" is sheer stuIn summary, relationships
pidity. That may work for pupnothing else.
which may have love in them repeople would not say with a lot of
pies
in pet store windows,but for quire
To some,the message may have been an
a great deal of work and are
actin
g. Disagreeing is so disrupannoyance,and
people it doesn't. Looking mean
s not subject to the guiding hand of
to others it may have been a way for the
tive to a relationship, though. It
m to "get to know
very little.
the Almighty.There isjust a bunch
may lead to flat-out complaints or
the candidate." Either way it raises a ques
After all, a beautiful airhead is of
tion, who can criticism, or
people stumbling around, and
wors
e.
leave messages on Meridian Mail?
a terrible thing. Some may expe
ct on occasion some people stumble
That's the dirty little secret of
looks to be
The answer is anyone who has access to Meri
dian Mail. relationships; the other person is intelligen enough, rather than into others they find inoffensive.
ce or personality, but
You can leave as many messages on as man
As a result of the difficulties
y phones as long not a mirror image and has some these are usually
people who are with relationships,
as you let your fingers do the walking.
habit or facet of their personality
a number of
the ones who find so much
to myths are created as a way to
which is really annoying,and vice
It just seems like another of life's little annoyanc
watch on TV.
es. It versa.
avoid facing the cruel state of
beis conceivable that some wacko could leav
"That once perfect person mean
e messages all
t ing. To buy into myths, though,
This is a called life. Yet, few
for you ..." is the mother of
over campus, or that a company use Meri
all only makes living even more indian Mail for want to admit that. The truck- cliches,
which leads a person to tolerable,
advertising purposes without actually havi
load
so the ones not on meds
of
clich
es
that are heard believe
ng to receive
there is some order and ication
permission from the university. It's a bit unet
today are attempts to change the
keep stumbling.
goodness involved in the unive
hical, and
rse,
perceptions about relationships'
someone would probably be held responsible,
stemming from many a creat
but wouldn't rough edges.
ion
Michael Reagan expects the
it be nice if we only got messages from peop
myth. The "no work in love"
myth moment after he discovers he
le we cared
"It was love at first sight" reigns
is in
also contributes since the
about?(JWB)
perfect love he will suffer a fatal
supreme as the number one cliche,
aneuperson is turned on complete
ly and rysm.

Unwanted mail
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•Student elections

Get involved in student govt.
To the editor:

The election is ov'er and to the
victor go the spoils. I wish to pubtidy congratulate Brent and Diane
and express my best wishes for the
coming year.
I also wish to thank the many
people who helped Jim and I with
our campaign, you were all a tremendous help.
You are some of the finest students I have ever met and I can not
express here how much your support meant to us.
The election is history, let all of
us work together and make this a
year in which students make a dif-

ference on this campus. Get involved with Student Government
or one of its many committees, or
just stop by the Student Government office on the third floor ofthe
Student Memorial Union and make
your voice heard.
We have a full-time secretary
who is in the office from 8:30-3:30
Monday-Friday, and she is one of
the greatest sources of information on campus as well as a strong
student advocate, and she is always willing to help.
I hope that whether you supported/voted for REED/TRACEY
or LIITTLEFIELD/ DOSTIE that
you will get involved and make a

difference. Student Government is
your government, make it work for
you. Its resources are your resources so make your input.
I plan to stay involved, and I
hope everyone else will as well. I
look forward to working with Diane
in the Senate, so stop by the Damn
Yankee on Tuesday at 6:00 p.m.
"Men will lie on iheir backs,
talking about the fall 6f man, and
never make an effort to get up."
"Life Without Principle" Henry
David Thoreau
Bill Reed
Bangor

•Alpha Phi

•Abortion

Take responsibility Poster was not degrading
for your actions
To the editor:

To the editor:

where the responsibility of one's
actions lie. Also,those people you
Ms.Imafuku and Ms.Johnson, speak of are not all religious faI believe it is you who are unyield- natics, not do all of us scream,or
ing. Ms. Imafuku, the majority of abuse emotionally, women seekall abortions are had by Caucasian ing abortion_
women, 21 or olde,r who are fiI used to be "pro-choice"
nancially secure.Also,anyone who before I educated myself on the
is in such tight financial circum- facts. My partner and I take
stances and could not afford a child responsibility for our actions
should not put themselves at risk and are prepared for any conseof having one. That is where the quences.
choice lies — The only choice. If
If a life, a baby,enters out life
someone is "impregnated without at an inopportune time, we will
plan," they can not blame anyone welcome it with open arms,hearts
else for their irresponsibility.
and minds. Have some humanity,
Ms.Johnson,the real extremes do the same, and learn to take
are mandatory abortion and forced responsibility for your actions.
procreation,so"pro-choice"is not
the middle ground. Furthermore,
Amy Mikesell
it isjust as frustrating to your ignoGannett Hall
rant comments regarding life and

"lbe sisters of Alpha Phi sorority
write this letter to discuss our rush
poster which has apparently sparked
some controversy. On Wednesday,
February 5, you published a letter
from Heather L. Lee of Bangor. Ms.
Lee seemed to be quite offended by
our rush poster for the week()flan. 27.
She stated that she finds our flier
"offensive and degrading to women."She further writes that it "sends
out a message that women should be
naive and subservient and it creates
an image of powerlessness."
We find it difficult to believe that

Ms.Lee would seriously think that we sexual
harassment in the communiwould intentionally degrade our sis- ty. Furthermor
e, Alpha Phi(as well
terhood. In designing that poster, we as the
rest ofthe Greek community)
didn't intend for it to be offensive. is not
merely a social organization
The graphics,popular in design,came as Ms.
Lee stated in her letter.
from a national Greek magazine.
We have many community service
Contrary to Ms.Lee's opinions, projects which
greatly benefit those in
Alpha Phi has values based upon need.
Alpha Phi alsolooksto thefuture
the upgrading of women's position of education
for today's women.
in society, which does not exclude
The sisters of Alpha Phi extend
the rights oftoday's women. Alpha to you,
Ms.Lee,an invitation to visit
Phi also has a system which edu- our sorority
room at one of our
cates sisters and pledges each se- scheduled
events. Perhaps you
mester on a variety of topics.
would then be able to understand
The subjects include, but are not what Alpha
Phi stands for.
limited to, rape awareness, human
sexuality, alcohol awareness and
The sisters of Alpha Phi

Editorial Policy
Letters to the editor of The Maine Campus
should be no longer than 2450 words long and
must contain a name, address and phone number.

Lisius deserves to receive tenure
President Hitt:
I am shocked and disappointed
with the recent decision not to grant
tenure to Dr. James D. Lisius of the
Chemical Engineering Department.
The committee (headed by
yourself), which was in charge of
the decision, showed an overwhelming disregard for the needs
of the students of this university
when it ruled not to grant Dr. Lisius tenure.
Jim fLisius has improved the
Chemical Engineering program
immeasurably during his short stay
at UMaine.
He has taught Junior and Senior level classes with excellent
reviews from students and- other
ChE faculty.

No

smoking?
To the editor:

•Tenure process

To the editor:

•Smoking

He has been involved in the
Honors program to give many
undergraduates a level of education not available in the classroom. He has continued to do
excellent research, but in the opinion of your board, his efforts
weren't enough.
The "publish or perish" standard, which is being set at this
university by decisions like
yours, is a travesty about what
tenure is for.
Your decision earmarks the beginning stages of ajob as a professor at IIMaine as a secondary goal.
It's good to squeeze the teacher
for some productive research, as
long as it doesn't interfere with
their teaching.
Jim Lisius has been constant in
his devotion to his students. His
preparation for classes shows a

depth which normally isn't seen in
science classes. Example problems are always current, interesting and show distinct points.
But beyond this, Jim shows a
level of concern for his students'
progress that is rarely matched in
our university system.
It is obvious to faculty and
students alike that teaching is what
Jim enjoys and is what he wants
to do with his life. It's disappointing that this isn't what the
University of Maine wants for
him and his students.
Last year, the ChE department
was given notice that Dr. Lisius
would not be granted tenure. Upon
this notice, dozens of UMaine ChE
alumni and students wrote letters to
President Lick informing him ofthe
folly in this decision. Jim was given
a nearly unprecedented extra year

for his ease to be reviewed by the
committee which you were head of.
This year, the decision to release
Jim still stands. If this University
administration does not listen to its
alumni and students, it is not a system which I am proud of, or care to
be part of.
The administration heads, like
yourself, which make sweeping decisions, should remember the voices of the "little people" because we
are the ones that will be deciding
whether to pad your pockets.
I am going to make certain that
the University of Central Florida
hears of your most recent executive actions. I hope you enjoy the
weather.

Michael A. Farrington

My transition from a construction worker to full-time student
has been trying because ofrestrictions on smoking.
Since smoking is not allowed in
campus buildings, I must resort to
taking a few puffs outside in the
cold often standing in the snow
between class periods.
Recently, while using the services of the Writing Center at
Neville,I smelled the fragrant aroma of tobacco smoke drifting into
the center. Wondering about the
source, I began a careful search of
all floors of Neville.
I observed that in the English
Department the pleasure of smoking is encouraged in Professorial
Offices and in the English Department reading lounge.
Feeling welcome, I look forward to many hours of contented
reading in the lounge, while smoking a savory stogy.
James L. Nichols
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SweetheartHappy Valentine's Day I hope we can spend
many more
together
AI my love, always and forever, Heather

Dale,!hippy Valentine's Day!

Mark & Joe- Don't go up there if he s masturbaun"

Holly- I think about you daly. See you in
dass.
-Low the nontracktional bearded wonde
r.
Hey Blaine, you T-Itex., remember your dance
and how I
love you.
To DGD the
cradderobber,
Happy Valentine's Day,
Have you buid God?
The Moister N.Y
Trger Bear, Hi A1MEER!
Have a great Vaienfine's
Day with your man!!! Low,
Kier

Your Babe and 1/2

To my Italian sex slave,
rm poud to be your fiancegid!
Ftappy Valentine's Day! Hove you,

CP.P. Its just you aid me. No one can
stand in our way!
Happy Valentine's Day,
I low you! TM.
Den at Ten- Sec W and 02 Happy Vaien
ere's Day.
Love, the Founders
Dr. Caron: Roses are red, violets are blue, CHF 351
is ass"
some because of all you do! Thank you for a great
class!
-Your Students

Tom B You're the best sek
partner I've had this semester.
-CIL

Bundion, You're the best Valentine ever.
I lose you!
You know vhio

To KP, BD,EA .."And thats why I hie HOT POTA
TO!'
Happy Valentine's Day guys_ Cach you
in curncukrn.
Marcy D.

M.K. JO, AT, tC, KC BS, SL, TP- Happy Valent
ine's Day to
the best premed bells around! Let's NOT study
this weekend
-(MB

len, Be my valentine, be my wife, be my best

-P

Suzie - Enjoy your rictibie baits I'm out of
here. Don't
bother trying to make up, I'm happier hating
you
-Sammy the hat boy
I love you and you bye me 'cause that's the
way its supposed to be! Happy Valentine's day and many
more.
Love, Me

Dearest CEB, Happy Vabntine's Day! The
second one is
twice as sweet_ Thank you for a wonderful two
years (almost)- the memories Wil never lack."Make
last forever."
I love you. Your Punkin'
Hector, iFelz cla de San Valentin!
Bedcy, AI it takes is 5 1/2 hours.

Con cnib, Ana Lucia

-8.1.

Pail, Should've et piloted, low on fuel, sex won't
keep you
tin
-Tracy
Ethyt Ci me after you're ovulated,I come over,
*el party.
-Sykresler
Sandy, Thank you tor ecpaixing our orgasmic
potential.
-CHF 351

friend

Ronald, No flowers, no candy, bnng me nanna
s.
-Bonzo
Annelle-- a

been A great six inontk

s-it

en

heifer

t

\,,,Dollint. and
[)MK

Buncle,
Today is the day you won't be going home!
You won't regret
it! Happy Valentine's Day.
Lots of love, mina

Happy Valentine's Day to my tall, blonde country-1m
in'
budget man: hely trne you say elephant tube ri
always say
ditto.
Love, Nat

Tookrt On our 5th Valentine's Day, we only
have? pieces of
our special pie miss*, I an looking towar
d to sharing the
rest!
Tocify, dear one.
Love, Arne(

P1 Oils- Gel psyched for the formal! Happ
y Valentine's Day
aid congratulabons new sisters!
Wve, Tracey
Leo, You're a ion.

Lose, Sarah

you don'L.

-Susie

Love, Your folowers

Dear Rick, Best wishes on your new move
You beat me out
of Borono! Lucky you! Happy Valentine's
Day!
High fives, handshakes and hugs.
Charles, I'm sorry rye been such a brat_
I do love you! Hap
rfrf Valentine's Day.
LINE, Jayne

Jamison: I do Ike hut So bring the choco
late raspberry, say
my name and be my Valentine!
Your friend, X

Happy Valentine's Day Karma lo!
Love, your roam
ps Corgrat to new Pi Beta Phi s6iers!
Happy Valentine's Day Sweets! I can't wart 'fil
we have our
ranch with the stoplight! Law Babe XO
To Buika.
Chinese low a bottle on 'a,'k', ,s .1;11,11,
I ON •
sound?! love you.
Love, kook
Bunka & KookSourxisIreinthgestkmton

it

Francis,
First of al I want to thank you tor everything!
But most ot
want to say,'Happy Valentine's Day'.'
-lent*/ Park Ranger
Jason D.,
This 6 our second Valentine's Day toget
her! Looking forward
to many more Sweetie! Love you, Patty
Weestralust giving you another'me ftc I know
you've been dying
for one. You're the best friend anyone could
ask for. Happs
Valentine's Day
-'Neys
Dear Joe, Welcome to UMaine. I hope
you and your
sweetie (McArnes) have a wonderful
day together! Happy Valentine's Day
Love, Amy
Uncle Funky, Will you be my Valen

tine? Li

To lirn Gillen, What a sexy babe! You

light ins fir,
Love you, Puppy

1- I love you!

Todcles- Al my love!

-Shovel

'TV.' App
'
. rnou, Low without fights, Love witho
ut pressure
Is love that is not right. But our love
is a treasure. "S'agatb
boulouko mou." Forever yours, Beni

Bert, The last 3 1/2 months have been the
best n my entre
kb. Thank you. It can only get better. I love
you.
-Ernie

To: Koo Koo Bid M:

Let's keep itgoing!

Oscar - I love you!

-Michael

Amy, Our, first Valentine's Day together. I
can't wart
I love you, Chns
Joe H, Happy Valentine's Day!! rve missed you
this semester,
rl cal you soon!
Love, Margaret X0X0
Marc, thank you ;or a wonderful esening,

-talk

If your heartstrings have been snapped,
and ife seenis to
have lust its later because there is no one
in your Ile, I have
one thrig to say_ Good!tile's panful, get
used to it! Stop
readng personals and grow up! -The Mad
Inshmin

Neal, More than sandser tip you cip you!
Tiffany, Are you a lamb n woke's dothi
ng? I'd like to fuzz
your wool

-KLR

Sarah, Trne is for those who count but love
6 forever
Happy Anniversary.
Love, Snippy

Bish-Dog- Have a peat Valentine's Day! The big
Lix-Merster
had an ncrecible tine up at Fort Potato. Please
come ecy
upped with your WEI protector this weekend. You'll
need it
Big hugs and kisses, P-1 Cribbage Queen

Caitlin, Happy Birthday! Have a great
21st with Arno! I bye
You
Love, Alosvishous

Happy Valentine's Day. You're a special perso
n
-Your Friend

Bomie and Shan - Age you guys sol my Valent
ine's? I ribs
rid love ya guys. Happy Valentine's Day. love,
Rowena

guy." You make me so happy! 5
Love aiways, M.H.

Happy V.D. to al the 13' squad cheerleaders.
LOW always, Puddin' Head

Paula, You are awesome.

Dave, Thank you for Saturday, al of it,
thank You for slaying
arid sleeping on the floor. -Marcia.

J.K.4-tappy Valentine's Day. Its been a peat
16 months being
with yor. I low you with al my heart
Love, Pooky

TV, Take care oi rny
years!!

Kendal, Happy Valentine's Day! I bee you,
Love always, Daniele

Santry, I can't make you low me, if

Nut- Lie has charged so much n the last
year
Thank you -Fnt

Nicole:The happiest moments in my lb are
when I'm with
you. I low you.
-Shawn

Happy Valentine's Day to Wendy of Sunoco!

Scott, I've talen in kw with you Iover again.
You are my
sweetheart! Happy Valentine's Day! Love alway
s, Jennifer

Jim, I lose that red in you tattoo.

-lay

'Curtis, Dreams to realties, dose you eyes,
see the future.
-Gina

Jane, The fire is out.

D- Ycki have a shy seaet admirer!!

To S.C. You're not iust al ear ya you know -you'
re the best
friend a body could have. Love, KJ.

Vem, Roses are red, Violets are blue, I don't know
what
future hokls, but with you around vhio knows Happ the
.
y V-Day.
-I dare not sign my name!

To the Flppythingrs, A special grow of
friends who mean
the world to me. I bve you guys. Lyn

Wendy, I stil owe you cover and a beer!

Happy Valentine's Day Ed! I bee you! Love, TX
p.s. I'm looking laniard to this surmer.

Cheeks- Happy Valentine's Day You're fat!

Lose CC.

To Joe-Soy, Its time to make a (buskin Who is
you Valentine?
Love, Me

Rick, I could've searched forever and never realiz
ed the
treasure of a lifetime was the love inside your eyes.
-Beth

Chns- Were too sexy for this personal an
HVD
-The Beavers

Caberator & Smitty, Roses are red, Violets
are blue, I
couldn't ask tor better monies, than the
two of mi. Happy
Valentine's Day! Love your "Dernandne
friend, L

Dave - 0 for 6 Saturday/ Not! How about
"doing rt" in the
Phone booth?
Love, Me

-8

Cheny Pie, Jug a ink nob to let you know you'r
e on my
mind. Have a great V-Day.

To Michele and Frank: Happy Valent
ine's Day and cooltralulatior6 on your engagement! Al the best
to both of you,
A.T.

Greta lean, You are the love of my ife and
you aiways wil
be. Don't ever forget me or the rights we
shared (partying).
Love, LA law(GL)

I bye you -Pooloe

14, 1992

Kassie, Happy Valentine's Day!

-Amy

Happy Valentine's Day to my wornmse,
-Wobby and Way!!
To Jeff Mottola, Will you be our Valentine?
From all the girls you've loved before.
Humy 86N,Here's to be Here's to
frie
forever_ Hoes to us, leery Valentine nds* Here's to
Love for eternity, Hunny
NI,At.,IS., Stop at Fleet Stop at
Peet Would you please
stop at Fleet. Oh, I thought you were
speaking French. Boyz,
thark for al the memones!! Where
's Of.?
-CM.
To: Sandy, Wel rm shameless when
it comes to loving you.
rl do anything you want rne to .
11 do arwthing a al I love
r3U.
From: NOSAJ
Chad- We are still in Amenca! Happ
y Valentine's Day
Sweetie!!
Love, the pri next door.

Horse(AKA Beryl- Two weeks unti the End!
We made it!
Happy Valentine's Day.
Yours, Fat

Happy Valentine's Day to al the

Bar,
Happy Valentine s Day, F'unlon! I love you.

Honey, Roses are
red, Violets are
luv you! Happy Valentine's Day! blue. rou love me and I
-Lisa C

-Meth

STUDS at 72 York Vilage!

Dtl, Happy Valentine's Day!! -ACB
Once I dreamt a simple dream of simpl pleas
e
ure, seem that of al these pleasures great
& small the
thrilled roe most of al was not of mount
ains fresh
but the simple pleasure of loving you.
JSP- To my very own 'foe in
Idaho. Only? more weeks! I
love you! CMB
TI - Thanks for ail of the
unprintable memories! Ifs been a
glorious 3 was!
-Paws
Mel - How does spending the
right together sound? Squeak'
Squeak! Squeak!
Hi CFI As mudi as the brick

says-K? Happy Valentine's Day!
Love 8, Head

Dearest Dean, Remember all
that really matters is us. I love
you. Happy Valentine's Day.
Chewie Bumy.
Erica Your love wi airways

mean so moth to me.eibbee

Holly, No one else is getting laid
either.
Happy Valentine's Day SH&AB
To Holy R. vi DTAV - Your
smoky black nylons chive me
crazy - WI you be my prime
squeeze? Your Secret Loser

I

The Maine campus, Valentine's Day, Friday,
Charlweena, I'm so glad that you're here with me this year. 1
bye you bunches To-To Puff
Poophe.ad

- I low you KDD

MFB - You're the only one for me; you always have been +
always wil be. I'm so glad we finaly found each other. Happy Anniversary. I love you-a lot.
AUI

February 14, 1992

Brenda Lynn, I'm glad we're sweethearts, and that We Will be
loreser. It will be a wonderful lite. I kwe you, Michele
Magic What's up? Tan ines, no tan ines? Stop teasing!
Happy V-Day,-Your Waxily-rubbing pals P&T
Kern
You've made the last two years of college fun and bearable
Thanks for your love and support I'm looking forward to
after graduation with you I love you!
-Rich

t onann Brown *Toots, You are my by, you are my
future 1 kwe you Babe, Now and forever Happy Feb. 14th
Bernard KOKO

Eli. Happy Valentine's Day! 1 low you Bub! I can't wait ail
tomorrow! Love always, Ronda

To my PLC Peckddle. Pedickfle. Pediddle 11 collect tonight!
Love you! CC

Butthead, Happy Valentine's Day. Be nine forever sweet
heart
-Baby

KRYS,6 months on the 14th, Can we celebrate?
Love, the guy from SOC.
Ash, I heard there's an island free should I bnng the pop tarts?
GESOC KRYS, You are the most important person in my kit
1 hope lasts foresier
The guy from SOC
Making by to you has been a dream cometrue. -IM
SACK - Happy Valentine's Day 1 bye you! KT
I LOVE YOU,

AMY

RB Thais for being a peg bend,loobng fonvard to Ion*
-Me
Beal, Happy Valentine's Day. Low you more! D.
Happy VDay Sweetheart you're the best! Low Always CC

Wilma - Happy Valentine's Day I LOVE YOU!!
Love, Fred

11
Aimee, You're my HUNK-A-WUNK-A PRESIDENT of love.
Love, Jim

0-Ride that pony!!

Red alert, You Wassup!! Happy Valentine's Day (and sh..!)
Low, J.P. from LI. the SI

To Skippy, Happy Valentine's Day to the sexiest bag o
that I know. Roses are red, violets are blue, whipeream
and ice cubes and me and you! I love you!
-Squirt

To my beautiful brown eyed Ironman-Have a Happy Happy
day! I love you!
-Silly Shelley

Adrienne- Looking forward to that long drive! J.L

JAS, It's time to find a new food, the pretzels are getting
oldixt hopefully we won't Happy Valentine's Day. JAS

Eliot - Have I told you lately that I love you? Happy Valentire's Day
Al my love, Karen
Rememeber yesterdas
waking hand in hand
by letters in the sand
I remember you

.11

Pour le deu d'amour,
C'est le temp pour la saucrsse!
T011 petite "fnand'

Want to play in the rain? What have you done
to me? I think I've lost my mind! I love you-Bambie PS.
Have you decided vhsch one you ice best?
-C, A,and L niss you.

Kelly, Woof, Woof TUN. Let's hit the barn floor and turn back
time on our next holiday! Show me your PP.and force 0.5.
on me.
-Cimamon
BJCSiTMK Ham Valentine's Day. Thought I'd say sons
thanks. Good Mends area terrible thing to waste I love va,
CVH
J. Dunleavy, Let's stop playirsprnes... lrs time we get
serious. looking forward to dis weekend Yours,J. Defy

-LB.

Dear Eggplant, Congrats on the new job. Love, Joe-Bear

Pokey, Miss ya lots! See you soon! PS. So much for foreplay
Love, L+8

Steve L.,

TY- Lets rmbehave a title now aid a Me later.
Low ya Sweets,'BADDY"

Ms. W,You stir me in all the right places!

Tiff, My Heart Thumps For You Every Waking Moment
Love, Corey

Happy Valentine's Day to the Boys in the Blueberry House,
Low, Your Favorite Sweethearts

Love,

situ

flirts

ii'

Slick- I like cheap like me. Voom! Look at the TV! Ilappy VDay!
Otis
Nose- I'm History. Feast or famine? Don't come in here!
Happy VDay!
Otis
SAS- I've got a pain in my butt!!
1WP, You are my world, I love you! TDB
TSE- Thanks for being such a cuddly firend! I love ya
even if I don't have a counter!
Rubia
May-Nerd and Weedle- Thanks for everything, especially your couch.
Love,Donda
Hi Matt! Happy Valentine's Day! Let's do the foxtrot on
the 20thl just think-only 30 days left! See you soon! -P
To my Greenman: Roses R red, violets R blue, you are so
special and you make me feel good too.

Bubbles, One of my realest pys in kie is to assume 'poon
me!'poon me!
Lose, Booska

lo kapri ti - I .N
Thurs. Night 1 had to
tell you how hot you looked. Hope I can meet you soon
love, Jessica

Swayde la Moo! You can do it! Only 8 days left. We're
all so proud. Your friends at The Maine Campus

fommv, I by you. Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Barbara

Hey Bootie! Are you my nugi? Happy Valentine's Day
Roomie
Love, Kai Magoo

Crotty- The Posse Lives! Would you edit my book?
-Your favorite Masshole

To the Dols iving above the Sign of the sun. Thanks for al
your weekend assistance! I love you al!!
Fran, Your Litde Leprechaun

Super Acid Man- You are the best trop,1 by you!! S
Super Acid Woman

Hey Ames, I've got a wicked sweet tooth this week. You
wouldn't know why that is, would you? Love, Rob

ovebug, This will be our Sth Valentine's together & as long
as you late my badc 11 bust your legs. Wart for me & 11 take
care of your srnie forever Love, the DisitD.

Catherine, had a blast the other Nt. Dazzled by you
advanced dancing abilities. Must do it again ASAP.
'The Fone

To my Buddy- Hove you!(And I really Use you a lot too')
-Dr Jones

AmyBeth- My love, my darling I've hungered for your
touch. I love you!
-A

To D.D. Have a great V-Day. )1J51 a couple more weeks and
wel be at D.B.
Low, B.8

To my twin sister: Just remember, you feelings always
come first and don't believe everything you hear.
Your secret Valentine

rC1:,

Maybe we should start looking for some single men! Happy
V -Day
Love, Me
Steven
My low. My strength. My sly. My beaultdul
boy. My sunshine rm better kw the snie you gise.
Jennifer
Happy Anniwnary Baby, I low you Sharon Ramey
Love JP
Hon - Reaky looking forward to tcerght-Jast V-day where
was I?
A lover's embrace for my Roman Catholic Sniper who has
consumed me with passon yetset me free. Thanks, Dol.
rove, Vicky/Odelle
Oh wry sexy roornales: Thanks for the smiles when I needed
them most Happy Valentine's Day. Love ya, Flamer
Robyn, Wendy, kl: Thank you for helpng rne keep my chin
ip. Happy Valentine's Day.
Love ya, Michele
Roses are red, violets are blue,
I love BIG FUN, and you should too
MIDN. - You're a spoded brat, have smely feet and you're
not a real Old think I'm it love!) Happy Valentire's Day,
honey!
-The girl with the curl
To Krista: May the rest of the semester be as wonderful as the
first few weeks have been stith you!
Happy Valentine's Day Scott
To Came
You mean the world tome. Everyday seems Use an eternity
Love, Pete
to me when I'm with sou
Barb - bright is the night Thank goodness we' be alone
You're so special to me. Here's to 12 yrs. together
Love always, John
Adam & Booth: Hope you get some snooches! Happy Valentine's Day!
-Little Dawn, CB
t.ows go rnoo
ESS- Just want to let you know that even though You can't
he with me all the trne, I'm thrilling of you al the time Happy Valentine's Day Low Boots.
Hey Val! Happy ValenMe's Day!Low you roorrves
Melwa-Hel-b1 WI you he my Valentine!? The choice is
rats, but I'm waning KAU not to underesOmate my power.
-SN
R. Alefander,Tm trying, Beiew me. You are the best thing
that's happened to me I love you, with al my heat WI you
be mine? Forever yours.
Sara - VDay is no fui w/out my buddy! OK Chicly Baby!
Happy Valentine's Day to all the Pi Phi's! Get psyched tor be
Love ya, KDC
formal!
Pert Does this seem familiar? Two years ruming rve used
these pages to say I by you. We( I'm dont;it again.
I love you, Steven

B.K.(Philp)
Happy Valenfire's Day Ph.Maybe tonight we can make
use of your abnormakty.1 hope to make use of st all night,
mating & afternoon! -Love ya, Li' Susan
To B.E.G.. tch lithe Doh. Raking you, Mark
Alexander- Sorry I forgot my plow the last time, but the
volume on the iv. came livery handy. Wish I could be with
you on this special day, but I will make it up to you!
I low you, Owago

To the 8-fool Wall You're gonna kill the lobster!
-The Advil Man

Mel, Jack & Sue- Get it girls! Who needs a Valentine
anyways? I rule tonight we have fun when I rule. Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, Roby

Hi Ass, I ain't no romantic Kill me. Whatever happened to
the Pnme Minister of Livestock and Heavy Machinery?
Let's take Arturo to get fixed and have a winter picnic on a
red, satin blanket.
-the guy who can talk

Ninny, Happy Valentine's Day. I will love you for 100 or
1000 more.
-80

SP- Roses are red, Violets are blue, Who said conversation
heats don't come true? -4 dare not sign my name

Joey, Gload to ahve you and sparky here on Valentine's
Day!
Luv you my main man, Allison

My dearest IPC
Have a heart_ Happy Valentine's Day to my very best friend
AI my love, Elizabeth (P.B. Lover)

Rich F,(ATO) It I could rearrange the alphahet, rd put U and I
Love, ?
lorlher.

To: Jeanie S., Just bed= you and me, I think you
well!
Love, Sex Kitten

J. Thanks for everything these past few months. You have
been a very special friend and one that I hope to never lose.
-S.

To Brian, 2nd row 0-IF 351, who thinks'Jason' brought
'Karen'loan RA and acted Ile a gentleman don't know
the rules to Quarters,either-See you tonight
Low,'Birthday Girl'

Meg, Thanks for the best year of my life, I'm hopine for
many more. I love you lots.
-Mike

Hi Knit + Donna! Happy Valentine's Day
Love, Steve 581-7177
Dear Hilltop Babes Bagel girt, Brown eyes gid, Ice crearn girt
Pink PAMgirl(brown eyes, short brown har, from Somerset
you know wtio you are) Happy Valentine's Day!

Valentines Day Message: Hdlo Pooka, I'm rappel' and I'm
rhymin' to here and fro', and telkf everybody howl love you
so! Thank you for making me the happiest person akve! With
enormous lots of
LOVE. JO
Happy Valentine's Day to my Sweetheart Keeb.
low your Poogie Bear, Brian Watts
Happy Lover's Day to ATO dude Rob and his wild chick
Michel and Snappy the Iguana. And big by fodhe most
excellent chicks around, the garlie-giris of 88 A!
Ayme+Akson-From Kennebec to Chi0 to(astine you are
the coolest women around_ Happy Valentine's Day'
Tow. EiPPef
To the Angels on Colege Ave. Here's to a great semester!
Happy Valentine's Day! You're the greatest! Morn

Jeff- To everlasting love- and to waking down the aisle July
10, 1993PI love you Blue Eyes! -Erin
To'A Friend' Happy Valentine's Day, Low Forever
*Your Not So Secret Admirer'
Jennifer-Tidde me again and die! Happy Valentine's Day,
Walter
Gannett Hi RA's + RD-Happy Valeritiv's Day! love, Susie

Scunnw-Happy Valentine's Day You're the BEST, Keep up
the Good World
Low You, Kassaita
Robert-I by you to cistraction-C.an't seem to get rid or the
Love, Amy
Yin
To Jay&Kerne, Amy&Scon, and Prescott&Wendy,
Sex wJ never be the sane alter this semester. Happy Valenone's Day! Thanks for al your work! -Sandy
Dear Poopie 111,
My one and only Valentine, the best man in the whole woe
-Poopiell2
world, I LOVE YOU!

To my little boy- Happy Valentine's Day, Love-Granny!
BBBt1- Happy Valentine's Day! Keep smiling & remember I'm here for you! --EIBBI12
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility wishes everyone a
Happy & safe Valentine's Day!
GAR., Be my Valentine- or else...! I love you. M.C.P.

Rob-It's been a great 31/2 yrs! I love you! -Susie

Happy Valentine's Day Cornflakel I love you more even
day.
Love, Browi* Beanie

Michelle, My little Bee-Charmer. Are you aware ot the lad
that I by you? Let's recreate that honey scene in our own
special way.-Brenda

To the biggest and best boyfriend*the woridl Happy
Valentine's Day!
Low,Midi*
To

Hey everyone I love I aura -Chicken
Dizzy, Hope we can spend a we,quiet relaxing Valentine s
Day together. Yin Right I don't think so kits party. ROB

Dear Angela, I don't say it enough.1 love you -Bunnies

Jean Luc- Hang in there- you're an awesome friend.
I love you -Chia

Jungle Stud, You are finally here! Want to hang around
with me for a while l
BEG

A dozen roses to Stunning Stela! Will you be my Valentine?
Love,Carberator

To the UMaine cheerleaders, You look really good
through my lens.
-Hal

Debba- It's been a great three years with you.
I love you -Scott

Rubia, Thanks for listening smiling and 11111610 Thanks for
the cookies (Not!) You really are a herlbreaker! Have a
great day Love TSE

Dear buddy- You make me the happiest knudde-birdbran the world!
Low your buddy

Happy Valentine's Scooby! Thanks for a great two yearsl

Cars history repeat itself? Hope so,
-But& V

Your name is Wertz & we know love hurts. We have all
made our bets so don't make us uspet ObsiftuilY you're
in a rut due to your smelly butt. We beaky you're not gay
because you hooked up Last May. -PEP

I2
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul

By Stephen Kurth
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For Friday February 14

FOR THAT"'
MEE-flisio'witH YOUR PROF
Vo You Kiezkr1
pooire Stair'

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Your
industrious intelligence and forceful determination make you capable ofjust about any
endeavor you attempt. Active, faithful, and
tireless, you have a knack for knowing just
when, where, and how to set your ideas into
action. Your efforts are crowned with success. You have the ability to excel in the
fields of business and engineering.
ARIES (March 20 — April 19): Sometimes what is left unsaid has greater impact

Calvin and Hobbes
NERE
SMND. PERM DOWN
11-IE DIZZYING DE21145 OF
DOOM NoP.'
WE TuRt.1
ARoUNV AND RETREAT Milk
STuPECING SECuRSTY
KIK AM *AVIA ?

by Bill Watterson

OR ‘k.
WANE NE DESCENT
lZ's M'%.
AND EXPERIENCE
NE FLOOD OF SOMATIC SE-NSATIoN
NAT SCREMAS WE PRE A1_14V,,
apizko9sLi PV4E, HOWE
VER
TEMPORARILY ??

than the spoken word. Two hearts that are
truly in sync needn't waste time with platitudes, their shared dreams say it all.
TAURUS(April 20—May 20): An all out
frontal assault gets you nowhere fast! If your
ideas are to stand any chance of acceptance
they must be presented subtly and humbly.
GEMINI (May 21 — June 20): When
besieged by a sudden romantic impulse,
don't be afraid to act! Those who follow
their hearts meet with a warm reception.

19.)

manna,
.0•011.0

Doonesbury
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
CAMPAIGAI'92 — TRASH
ROR CASH
9 You're dating a married fath
er of three with
presidential ambitions. You belie
ve that you
and he have a fut4.4re together
. Explain.

LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): A topsy-turvy
week finally settles down when an evening
of passion and laughter soothes your nerv
es.
Enjoy the brief respite.

5) Name three moves besides
"Pre
that have helped shape your tty Woman"
personal philosop

VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Curio
sity
about a colleagues' plans or ideas creat
es
circumstances that you'd just as soon avoi
d.
Questions don't lead to answers, only
more
questions: stay out of it.

hy

Mother Goose & Grimm

by Mike Peters

GR(MMQP00, FCT
ME MY BOOK ON

111 ,
,404;:k

CANCER(June 21 — July 22): From the
moment you get out of bed things start to
go
your way.Some may call it luck, but a lot
of
it has to do with being prepared to take
advantage of favorable circumstances.
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Shoe
by Jeff MacNelly

LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct 23): By brin
ging
a positive attitude to personal relationsh
ips
they continue to grow healthier and
more
rewarding. Look for the good in other
s and
it will rise to meet you.
SCORPIO(Oct.23 — Nov.21):
Interruptions make it difficult to get any work
done,
but don't use that as an excuse.
Be sure to
finish your assignment before the
weekend,
as it will be tough to complete it
later.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22— Dec.
21): A
situation occurs which requires you
to either
give in meekly or fight for your
beliefs. With
help, you an tap a reservoir ofinne
r strength
that enables you to emerge victo
rious.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 —Jan.
19): Refusal to address current problems
could lead to
dire consequences.These issue
s must be dealt
with eventually, but if someone
takes up the
gauntlet now,much heartache
can be spared.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 — Feb.
18):The past
can provide some answers
about a perplexing romantic issue concerni
ng your loved
one. Indulging your curiosity
lends deeper
insight into current situations
.
PISCES(Feb. 19— March
19): Individual ambition subjugates itsel
f to the needs of
the group, leading a conc
entrated effort to

satisfy collective aspir
ations.

The Maine Campus, Friday, February
14, 1992

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
* * *
For Saturday February 15

EntertainmentPages
Calvin and Hobbes

TAURUS(April20— May 20): The boundaries between friendship and greater intimacy becomes blurred. Before taking the next
step, ask yourself what you really want.
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
are gifted with a bright intelligence and are
no stranger to hard times. Whether the victim of bad luck or unfavorable circumstances, trouble seems to find you in any event.
Rash actions and the company of the wrong
sort of people can lead you astray, so it is
especially important for you to plot your
moves carefully.
ARIES(March 20 — April 19): Prowling
around the house like a caged Ram leads to
frustration. The company of friends will
salvage your sanity this evening. Plunge
into social activity.

by Bill Watterson
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GEMINI(May 21 — June 20): Although
a friends' new idea has some merit, without
hard work it is meaningless. Avoid this
partnership unless you enjoy doing all the
work for half the credit.
CANCER (June 21 — July 22): A recent
emphasis on professional concerns takes a
backseat to more pressing personal issues
today. Personal'success in one area of life
extends to other areas of you life as well..
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): A relative or
friend may be getting in way over their head.
They are rushed and have failed to take the
necessary precautions. Your newly acquired
experience is invaluable.
VIRGO(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Stubbornness combines with an obsession for perfection to temporarily derail a promising endeavor. Acknowledge your limitations and
get on with the business at hand.
LIBRA (Sept 23— Oct. 23): Tensions at
home is reflected in your attitude in other areas
of your life. Pay attention to how this impacts
those around you, particularly children.
SCORPIO(Oct.23— Nov. 21): Though
it's painful to watch a loved ones' struggle,
respect their right to privacy. If pressed for
answers they may withdraw completely.
Give them space to work things out.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22— Dec.21):lust
because you don't take everything personally doesn't mean the same to those around
you. Even a compliment may elicit an angry
response from a friend or relative.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22— Jan. 19): The
disturbing side of a relationship comes to
light when a potential love interest exhibits
a pettiness that you were not aware of.
Spend time alone to sort out your emotions.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20— Feb. 18): Frustration with the slow progress of a diet or exercise regimen should not be used as an excuse
to quit. Be realistic in your expectations.
PISCES(Feb. 19— March 19): Someone
has his sights set on separating you from your
hard earned money. A solo financial gamble
lays bare your fiscal limitations.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
No. 0101
ACROSS
1 Ancient Dead
Sea kingdom
5 Obscures
11 Features of 28
Down
14 Competent
15 Escutcheon
problem
IS Swiftly
17 Cato wore one
is Golden calf,
eg
t5 Aquarium fish
20 Vise
22 fo
tong
LegendaryCrete
24 Hasten
21 Lecher's look
27 Bat wood
24 Mosaic piece

30

Umbrian
(Italic language
branch)

34 Duds
37 Germinated
31 Circa

Si Grayish white
in Inspires
reverence
$4 Arkin and Autry
OS Sicilian resort

40 011a
41 Stage direction
42 Large bag
44 Cubic meters
43 Town NE of
Cincinnati

ell Map of lots
47 Slowly, in music

MO Anglo-Saxon
slave

DOWN

so Rend

Facsimile

SI Salaam
54 Kind of
progression
SS Garb for
Calpurnia
GO Abalone

•

IS In re

44 Gelatin desserts
44 A Gardner

2 Old Greek coins
3 Water plants
4 Ray
S J E Hoover's
org
tt Some are
golden
7 New Year's
ephemerae

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
a Norman town
000M0 0000 0000 II Proportions
00000 0000 0000 10 Traditional Jan
00000 0000 0000 1 parties
0000=00111000000 Glut
0000
000000 12 Beige
00001013 00000
13 Red and Black
000
0000 00000 21 Opulence
0000000000000M 23 Volcanic
00000 0000
000 landlorm
00800 0000M0 24 Kind of curve
000000
0000
20 Pasadena event
0000000000000013 21 Card sent by a
0000 00013 00000 tchr
0000 0000 OMOOM 31 Budge
0000 0000 00000 32 Surrender

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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11

le

41

57

Sil

SI

SS

SG

6e

64

"II'2
66

52

53

SI

U

06

61

33 Keats products
34 Tatting

41 Lett-hand page
st Jan 1 game
sites

SS First name in
mysteries

U Israeli diplomat
is Martyred Italian
statesman

52 City on the
Allegheny

30 Westerns

53 Trash

51 Record

40 Arafat's gp
43 He loves, to
Cato
04 AARP
concern

$4 Kind of post

42 Indian novelist

47 Trigonometry
ratio

IS Muscat is its
capital
S7 Mother of Zeus

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(75( each minute).

4, Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
* Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrol*

oger about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.

Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of S2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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•Middle East

PLO denies Arafat remark

Official Student Senate election results

PARIS(AP)— The Palestine Liberation
ernment officials.
Organization denied Monday that a teleFrance allowed Habash to leave when
phone conversation in which PLO chai
rman doctors reportedly determined he
was unYasser Arafat allegedly called Jews "dogs"
able to speak to answer questions abou
t
and "dirt" ever took place.
terrorist activities, and that no national
or
Excerpts of the purported call between
international warrants were outstand
ing
Arafat and Ibrahim Souss, the PLO's repre
- against him.
sentative in Paris, were broadcast Tues
day
Habash later purportedly gave interby CNN.
views.
CNN said it obtained the taped converAccording to an English translation
of
sation from a Western police agency.
Ex- the Arabic conversation, Arafat
reportedly
perts familiar with Arafat's voice said
the found France's treatment of
257
Habash
256
comments attributed to him could be
au- "shameful."
thentic, but that they could not be sure,
Souss reportedly told Arafat that the
202
Total votes at each
CNN reported.
right-wing opposition in France and
Jews
157
voting location
"I categorically deny the comments atwere to blame for the uproar.
tributed to President Yasser Arafat and
Arafat allegedly replied: "The Jews at
145
myself and reserve all my rights to actio
n work! Damn their fathers! Dogs!
121
Filth
y!
against the authors of this media manipula
- Dirt! All this for one sick man!I took
99
101
91
care of
tion," Souss declared.
sa
76
and treated their ill and sick (POWs).
63
But
The tape, he said, was aimed at masking
trash is always trash."
"bellicose" Israeli intentions in the Midd
le
Yitzhak Eldan, Israel's charge d'affaire
East peace talks and slurring the PLO chair
- in Paris, said the comments show
a PLO
man and himself.
"double language: a conciliatory and diplo
Souss said Tuesday that he would sue
Hancock
matic language for the West and a virulent
Stodder
Stewart
Hilltop
York
CNN for defamation.
The Union
language full of hate when they speak amon
g
Steve Haworth, a Cable News Network
Maine Campus graphic by Mike
themselves."
Timberlake
spokesman in Atlanta. Monday stood
beThe PLO chairman told Souss sarcastihind "the veracity of the report."
cally to thank France, which he accu
sed of
The conversation purportedly took place
arrogance,according to CNN's transcript
from page 1
of
Jan. 30, a day after Palestinian guerrilla
the conversation.
to commemorate the occasion.
leader George Habash arrived in Paris for
exceed $5,000.
"And thanks to the rotten Jews, with
Initiated in 1979 by the Phi Gamma Delta
medical treatment.
All proceeds will benefit the research,
whom we will settle accounts in the futur
e," fraternity, the tradition of the 24-h
The presence of Habash, whose Popular
our mara- treatment, education and servi
Arafat allegedly said.
ce programs
thon has made contributions to the American
Front for the Liberation of Palestine
of the American Cancer Society in Main
has
Maurice Gourdault-Montagne, the
e.
Cancer Society of Maine each year.
committed hijackings and other terrorist acts,
"It's a great way for fellow friends, emFrench Foreign Ministry spokesman,
de"Over the last twelve years we've raise
caused a political scandal and led
d ployees,athletes, mall walkers,and
to the nied having any information abou
students
t the pur- over $40,000," Coffin said.
sacking or resignation of five French govto help diminish suffering from canc
ported phone call.
er,"
This year's donations are expected
to Coffin said.

Fiji marathon

The Athletic Advisory Board Proudl
y Congratulates

the 1991 Scholar-Athletes

Please join us in honoring them
during the half-time ceremonies
of the UMaine vs. Boston Uni
versity men's basketball game
, Sunday, February 16th.
(Tip-off begins at 2pm in Alfond
Arena.)
Jill Abrams**
Anthony Anderson
Mike Barkley**
Monica Belyea*
James Berg
Alan Bigos*
Michelle Bouchard
Jennifer Bowie
Julie Bradstreet
Michael Camelo
Paul Capriotti*
Jessica Carpenter*
Gary Crompton**
Marcia D'Entremont*
Timothy Dean
Kevin Delaney
Sean Dowd*
Todd Dufresne*
Sean Dun leavy
Morgan F.ash
Michael Enos*
Karen Fields
Tracey Frenette
Angela Gamache
Michelle Giroux
Carrie Goodhue
Jennifer Grinnell
Benjamin Kelahan
Beth Kelton
Nicole Kimball
Wendy King
Gretchen Lahey*

Swimming/Track
Cross Country/Track
Ice Hockey
Cross Country/Track
Men's Soccer
Football
Tennis
Softball
Basketball
Men's Soccer
Football
Basketball
Men's Soccer
Swimming
Men's Soccer
Baseball
Football
Golf
Cross Country/Track
Cross Country/Track
Men's Soccer
Cross Country/Track
Basketball
Softball
Swimming
Basketball
Tennis
Men's Soccer
Field Hockey
Woman's Soccer
Track
Field Hockey

Civil Engineering
Education
Economics
Human Nutrition Foods
Political Science
Education/Grad Student
Zoology
Child Development
Education
Recreational Park Management
Zoology
Journalism
Sociology
Education
Zoology
Education
Business/Grad Student
Chemical Engineering
Political Science
Civil Engineering/Grad Student
Psychology
Speech Communication
Business/Grad Student
Education
Education
Education
History
Political Science
Education
Natural Resources
Nursing
Political Science

Patrick Laughlin*
Greg LeBlanc
Betsy Lewis
Tenley Libby*
Allyson Lowell*
Dorothy MacMichael
Carolyn Mayer
Devin Mintz
James Montgomery
Joseph Pagliarulo*
Kimberley Pierce**
Suzanne Plesman
Krista Purinton
Thayer Redman
Brian Roche*
ldrali Roth*
Karen Salsbury**
Brian Schneider
Shane Slicer
Debra Smith
Ronald Springer
Tamara Stinson*
Christina Strong
Dawn Strout
Trisha Vainio*
Jennifer Wadman*
Laura Walls
Jeffrey Wass
Mary Whaling
Jeffrey Young

Men's Soccer
Swimming
Swimming
Softball
Cross Country/Track
Softball
Track
Ice Hockey
Ice Hockey
Track
Cross Country/Track
Field Hockey
Cross Country/Track
Track
Football
Cross Country/Track
Cross Country
Track
Baseball
Softball
Football
Track
Basketball
Field Ilockey
Field Hockey
Women's Soccer
Field Hockey
Golf
Swimming
Cross Country/Track

History
History
Education
Education
Social Work
Education
Public Management
Business Administration
Business Administration
Business Administration
English
Arts & Humanities
Social & Behavioral Sciences
Education
Education/Grad Student
Journalism
Human Nutrition/Grad Student
Biochemistry
Education
Education
Education
Business Administ rat on
Arts & Humanities
Education
Education
Education
Education
Business Administration
Education
Political Science

* Second-Time Recipient
Third-Time Recipient
To qualify as a scholar athlete,
one must ern or better a
3.0 grade point average
the Spring 1991 and Fall 1991
for both
semesters and/or maintaining
a 3.0 cummulative grad
average. The Athletic Advisory
e point
Board also extends its cong
ratulations to: The Fiel
Team and the Men's Soccer Team
d Hockey
—winners of the 1990-91 Team
Scholastic Awards.
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•Women's Resource Center

Barker wants to enhance women's opportunities
By Michelle A. Rediker

professional development at the university,
as well as throughout the state.
Barker said she would like the center,
"If you look up the dictionary definition located
in 101 Femald Hall, to evolve into a
offeminism,it is to promote wornen's equal- place
where women can get information or
ity in the political, social and economic
make contact with other women or organiarenas. I take that very seriously," Sharon zations
with similar goals.
Barker said in a recent interview.
"It'll be heavy on networking, a lot of
Barker,the new director of the Universi- collaboration.
I'd like to establish very strong
ty of Maine Women's Resource Center, was links with
the community," Barker said.
appointed to the part-time position last Octo"I think it's important, being a universiher by former UMaine President Dale Lick, ty, to offer
that experience to studentk,to be
after the Task Force on Women recommend- able to channel
their energy into causel they
ed establishing the center in June 1988.
support," she said,
The mission of the center is to provide
Students can also provide help for comservices and programs to promote and main- munity organizations
which are always short
tam n an inclusive, positive and supportive on volunteers,
Barker said.
climate conducive to women's personal and
Another goal she has for the Center is to
Staff Writer

reach out to groups which have not traditioally been associated with the Women's
Center.
One such group is the support staff on
,ampus, and Barker has already formed a
committee as a way to help address their
needs. Another group is women athletes.
'Trish Roberts has agreed to be on our
Advisory Committee. As a sports fan, I'm
rattly anxious in making sure that we coordinate women's events with women's sports
events."
The center's conference room is available to groups on campus, and Barker said
people are taking advantage of the space.
Barker said she was interested in starting another project for the center.
"A clearing house calendar is something

•Winter fun

I'm really interested in setting up. On campus I think we do a pretty job of publicizing
what's going on, but it doesn't seem like
there's a whole lot of coordination in scheduling those things," she said.
Barker said the goals for the center went
along with her personal goals. She has been
involved with women's organizations for 20
years and was a founder and board member
of the Mabel Wadsworth Women's Health
Center.
She also chaired the committee that started the Rape Response Center in Bangor.
"I want to make it clear that the Wornen's Resource Center is not going to be all
things to all women," Barker said,"but we
will try to enhance women's opportunities
and choices."

•All shook up

UMaine ski trails ready for campus skiers Elvis' barber
worried

By Chrissy Brown

dedicated volunteers who groom the trails ni Gym.
after each snowfall.
Even though the trails are only for use
Maine Outing Club members began during daylight hours, maps are recomUMaine's ski touring trails, located be- working on the trails in the fall by clearing
mended for anyone not familiar with the By Mark Fritz
hind the varsity soccer field, are groomed brush from the area. Dorion said.
Associated Press Writer
university forest area, Dwyer said.
and open.
Tracks for both diagonal and skatingDwyer said he hopes people will reFRIEDBERG, Germany (AP) — The
The trails are available to students, fac- style cross country skiing are available. spect
the trials. Driving snowmobiles, 3King's mane man, the guy who pruned the
ulty and members of the surrounding com- "Skating"skiing tracks are closer to campus wheelers
and 4-wheel drive trucks through
Presley pompadour, is worried that he may
munities free ofcharge,Chirs Dorion,Maine and the diagonal skiing tracks tend to go the area is
discouraged because it dehave
to find a new place to dwell.
Outing Club advisor said.
deeper into the woods.
stroys trails.
"Sure,
I'm afraid," says Karl-Heinz Stein,
The 15 kilometers of groomed, tracked
"You'll see wildlife out there," Dwyer
Land used for ski trails is partially owned
the head haircutter at the base where Pvt. Elvis
trails are maintained by student volunteers said.
by the James River paper mill and is often
A. Presley spent his overseas Army hitch.
from the Maine Outing Club.
Numbered blue diamonds indicate trail used as a link to Old Town.
Stein, 56, has cut hair here for 34 years
Recreational Sports provides grooming length. According to Dorion, the higher the
Dwyer said the (Maine Ski Club also
and recalls the day the soft-spoken soldier
equipment,and Facilities Management pre- number, the farther one is from campus.
uses the trails to train for competition.
shuffled into his shop in October 1958.
vents automobile access to trails by leaving
Dorion also said there are seven loopCross country ski lessons are available
"After 10-15 minutes I was done," Stein
main roads unplowed.
shaped trails and the longest trail is about through the Recreational Sports office.
said."I showed him a mirror and said,'Is that
Thad Dwyer,from Recreational Sports, four kilometers.
Dorion said everyone should take adsaid he feels the quality of the track is
Trail maps are available at Recreational vantage of ski trails because cross country OK?' He said 'Yeah, how much?'
"I said 35 cents. He gave me a dollar and
comparable to ski resort trails because of Sports, which is located at room 140, Alum- skiing is a "great way to relax
after class."
told me to keep the change."
Volunteer Writer
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Everyone Welcome!
S2 Donations Accepted

EAR CANDY FOR YOUR
VALENTINE

1 OFF
ALL NEW CD'S & CASSE1 ES
WEDNESDAY - FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 12Th - 14Th

Dr. Records
Street Orono
Main
20
866-7874

DEPARTMENT OF RESIDEN I IAL LIFE

Let's All Learn
From the Recent Knox Hall Fire
PRACTICE THESE IMPORTANT SAFETY TIPS:
1. KEEP fire lanes clear at all times.
2. PULL a fire alarm immediately when you see or smell

smoke or become aware of any fire.
3. LEAVE your residence hall immediately when the fire
alarm goes off.
4. BE SURE to use only appliances approved for use in
your residence hall room.
5. TAKE TIME to review fire safety practices.
We care about the

Sponsored by:

difference it could make
in your life someday.

Dept. of Residential Life
Orono Fire Department
UM Public Safety

••••111
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WorldNews

• Russian official hopes economic aid is only the beginning
• Pakistani troops fire into Muslim crowd, killing 10

•Aid

Official says aid to former USSR vvill help stabilize prices

By Alan Cooperman

"We regard this as a stan of large-scale
assistance from the U.S. government and
governments of a number of countries,"
MOSCOW (AP) — The humanitarian Zhitni
kov told a news conference,
aid that poured in this week from the United
The United States has pledged a total of
States and other countries cannot begin to about
$5 billion to help the commonwealth,
feed the former Soviet Union, but it should but
most of it us in the form of credits to buy
help stabilize food prices, a Russian aid Ameri
can grain. The 12-nation European
official said Wednesday.
Community has offered roughly $59 billion,
Alexander Zhitnikov, deputy director of including
$45 billion from Germany alone,
the Russian government commission hanThe two-week U.S. airlift will consist of
dling the aid,alsoexpressed hope that the $78 64
flights to 23 cities in the 12 nations that
million U.S. airlift would be just the begin- replac
ed the Soviet Union.
fling of America's humanitarian efforts.
Some Russian newspapers have cornAssociated Press Writer

plained that the U.S. airlift was too small to
make any noticeable difference in the availability of food or medicine as the commonwealth struggles through a difficult winter.
Thitnikov refused to criticize the U.S. donation of surplus military food and medicine,
mostly left over from the Persian Gulf War.
"Of course (the aid) cannot meet all the
needs," he said."The task is to help the poor,
those who are in the most difficult situation."
Zhitnikov said foreign aid has amounted
to about 1,000 tons of food daily in Russia.
Russia expects to receive about 1 million
tons of food from abroad this year, com-

pared to 240,000 tons last year, he added.
"It is too early to say how the aid has
affected price stabilization in Moscow and
St. Petersburg," he said. "But this stabilizing effect on prices should be there."
Prices have risen an average of 350 percent since Russia's president, Boris Yeltsin,
removed controls Jan. 2.
The skyrocketing prices have stirred public anger against Yeltsin and divided opinion
over his market-oriented reforms,a split that
was vividly demonstrated last Sunday when
tens of thousands rallied in Moscow for and
against his economic "shock therapy."

•Pakistani unrest

Pakistani troops fire into fundamentalist crowd,
By Kathy Gannon

nary steps to block the march before and Pakist
ani troops, or turned back after rainAssociated Press Writer
after it started Tuesday, feking the mili- storm
s drenched the frigid mountains.
tants' attempt to cross the disputed border to
In India, authorities said Indian soldiers
CHANERIA,Pakistan(AP)— At least suppor
t Kashmiri secessionists could touch fired automa
tic rifles for about 20 minutes to
10 people were killed and 150 injured off
a new war over the only Muslim state in halt
an attempt by a separate group of 600
Wednesday when Pakistani troops halted
predominantly Hindu India.
militants to slip across the border around
a march by Muslim militants toward Indi"Today, this shows that Pakistan is as midnig
ht. They did not say whether there
an-controlled Kashmir by firing into the much
an enemy of the Kashmiris as India," were any
casualties. Details of the incident
group.
march leader Amanullah Khan said hours were
sketchy.
Soldiers arrested the march leader and before
his arrest, sobbing as he cradled one
It was not known how militants already
150 of his followers five miles from the of the
dead in his arms.
on
the
frontier would react to the halting of
disputed frontier.
Thousands of the marchers had dropped the march
, which began with about 8,000
Pakistan and India had taken extraordi- out
earlier in the day after clashes with Musli
m extremists.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING COR
PS

killing 10

Kashmiri separatists have been waging
a rebellion against India for two years that
has killed about 3,700 people,and Amanullah threatened Tuesday to begin a war of
secession in Pakistani Kashmir if Pakistan
stopped his march.
Pakistani officials said at least 10 people
were killed and 150 injured about eight
miles from the border when soldiers fired
bullets and tear gas during a struggle with
the militant marchers armed with rocks and
sticks. Some of the militants entered the
clash chanting "Let the blood spill!"

Are you styled for success?

Styles for Success is a hairstyling salon designed
Maine student Having the most reasonable rates in theto cater to the University of
area and being within walking
distance to campus makes Styles for Success the only
choice for UMaine students

for Success
Appointments Strongly Recommended
866-7888

Are you playing the numbers game?
START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training With pay, without
obligation.
You'll develop the discipline,
confidence, arid decisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies

zoinco
1/13

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

! F.

Lower the risk ofAIDS by using a cond
om and
reducing the number ofyour sexual
partners.

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Clip this coupon and tale it to
Cutler Health Center for your free
"Safer-Sex Kit."
(Monday - Friday, 8am - 8pm
)

Contact Captain Joe Burns,
at 581-1125, or stop by room 114

This message brought to you by:
National Condom Week Committee,
Cutler Health Center,
Eastern Maine AIDS Network, Reside
ntial Life, CHF351
and The Maine Campus.

(in the rear of the fieldhouse)

2-year scholarships are available!

National Condom Week
February 10 - 14

.000
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SportsNews

• Black Bears fall to Huskies, 68-63
• UMaine faces struggling Eagles
• Major League Baseball notes

The Campus •UMaine Men's Basketball
Sports Ticker Rollercoaster ride continues for Black Bears
Former UM defenseman
Capuano gets call to NHL

By Chad Finn
Sports Writer

Former Black Bear MI-American
defenseman Jack Capuano was recalled
from
the Maine Manners Wednesday
and was
tojoin the parent Boston Bruins for
Thursday night's game against the St.
Louis
Blues.
Capuano. 25, signed with the Bruins
as a free agent after playing one
game
with Toronto in 1990 and three with
Vancouver last season.
His brother Dave was also an AllAmerican at UMaine and is curren
tly
sitting out a contract dispute with
the
Canucks.
Capuano had scored 11 goals and added 15 assists in 54 games for the Mariners
this season. He is the second former Black
Bear currently with the B's, fellow defenseman Bob Beers is the other.

Dare Devils to perform
Sunday
The famed Bud Light Dare Devils
will perform their dunking magic after
the UMaine-BU men's basketball game
Sunday afternoon in the Pit.
At halftime of that game. there will
also be a ceremony honoring all UM
scholar-athletes. PK. game is scheduled
for a 1 p.m. tip-off.

Syracuse admits to hoop
violations
Boosters gave Syracuse basketball
players cash,free meals,fret legal advice
and other benefits in violation of NCAA
rules, university officials admitted
Wednesday as they released the findings
of an internal investigation.
But Syracuse Chancellor Kenneth A.
Shaw stressed that coach Jim Boeheim
and his assistants were not responsible
for the violations and that the university
had not lost control of its men's program.

Tarkanian headed to
SDSU?
With Jerry Tarkanian stepping down
as basketball coach at UNLV after the
season, speculation about his future has
intensified after Tuesday's firing of San
Diego State coach Jim Brandenburg.
The Las Vegas Sun reported that
there's a 50-50 chance Tarkanian will
take the SDSU job, but Tarkanian downplayed the speculation. "No decision's
been made," he said.
(For more on Tark see page 19 )

Barkley says "NO" to NBA
Following Michael Jordan's lead,Philadelphia 76'er forward Charles Barkley
sold exclusive use of his likeness to Nike.
That means the NBA can't use Barkley's picture on league merchandise.

Sophomore Anthony Brown tallied 17
points and three other
Northeastern players
netted double figures
as
the Huskies defeatBasketball
ed the UMaine men's
basketball team by a
68-63 score last night at Alfond Arena.
The Black Bears fall to 12-12 on the
season, including a 5-4 mark in the NAC.
The win ups the Huskies' record to 7-12,
while improving them to 3-5 in NAC play.
Twenty-seven turnovers and poor defensive rebounding helped doom the Black
Bears to their second consecutive defeat
after winning their previous five contests.
The Huskies outrebounded UMaine by a
37-31 count, even though the Huskies top
board man,sophomore center Dan Callahan,
is out for the season with a broken foot. Even
more outrageous is the fact that 19 of the
Huskie rebounds came on their offense end.
UMaine Coach Rudy Keeling said his
team was simply just not ready to play.
"Isaw itcoming," Keeling said."Wedidn't
practice well yesterday or this morning.Ifthey
had made their free-throws in the first half
(they missed 8)they would have blown us out.
Wejust got caught up in how good we think we
are and played very poorly."
But as lousy as the Black Bears played,
they still had a chance to win the game late
in the second half.
UMaine's Francois Bouchard goes airbo
rne for a loose ball as Northeastern
With 55 seconds left to play and the University's Al Barney looks on.(Baer
photo.)
score 63-55 in Ntl's favor, UMaine's Der- throws and effect
ively ending the Black ing scorer to only 7
points in the game.
rick Hodge (a team-high 17 points) took a Bear hopes of
a come-from-behind win.
A Chucky Moore conventional threeDeonte Hursey feed and drilled a threeIluskie Coach Karl Fogel said his team's point
play and a Djossoujumper knotted the
pointer to cut the margin to five.
hard work is finally beginning to pay off.
score
at 15-15 with 12:50 left in the stanza.
Eight seconds later, Black Bear point
"These guys play as hard and have more From
there on, the teams tied four more
guard Marty Higgins picked NU counterpart heart than any
team I have ever coached," times in the next
12 minutes on the way to a
Omar.Lee in the backcourt and was fouled Fogel said. "We
lost some tough games 29-29 halftime score.
attempting a lay-up. He hit the first and early in the seaso
n, but we always hung
Behind 5 pointsfrom Brown,NU opened
missed the second,but UMaine came up with close until the end.
Now suddenly we are the second half on a
9-2 run to take a 38-31
the ball in scramble trailing only by four.
beginning to win the close ones, and that lead
with
17:03
left.
The Huskies reboundThe Bears attempted to regroup and try makes me even more
proud of this team."
ed
and
shot
their
way
to as big an advantage
to trim the Huskie lead down to two, but a
But Fogel couldn't have been that proud as 16
(56-40 with 6:52 left), but a Deonte
forced Higgins double-clutch jumper in the of his troops early
in the first half when a Hursey jumper starte
d UMaine on their toolane wouldn't fall. NU's Deo Djossou re- Francois Bouch
ard jump-hook at the 14:40 little, too-late run
that left the Bears five
bounded and Higgins fouled him with 38 mark, giving UMai
ne a 15-10 advantage.
points short at the final buzzer.
seconds left.
It would be one of only three field goals
The Black Bears next contest is Sunday,
Higgins took a seat on the bench with on the day for the
Black Bear big man as the when they take on
NAC rival Boston Unifoul number five as Djossou buried both free tough Huskie 2-3
zone held UMaine's lead- versity at 1:00 at
the Alfond Arena.

KAN REAR

•UMaine Hockey

Ceglarski, Eagles make Alfond appearance

By Tim Hopley

Don't let BC's 10-14-3 record tool you,
because any time these two intense rivals
meet,anything can,and usually does,happen.
The once again
The Black Bears won the only previous
No. 1 ranked(Albany meeting between
the teams this season back
Times Poll) Univer- on Nov. 11 when Patric
e Tardif scored two
sity of Maine Black goals and Brian Down
ey and Jean-Yves
Bears (23-3-1) will Roy added one each in
UMaine's 4-0 shutface another large task out of the Eagles.
this weekend as the
A side note,courtesy of Black Bear goalie
struggling Boston Garth Snow who turned
aside 26 shots, was
College Eagles come to Alfond Arena for a the fact
that it was the first time a BC team had
two game series.
ever been shut out in the Conte Forum.
Sports Writer

RACK BEAR

The Eagles are led by goalie Scott LaGrand, who has a second-best Hockey East
goals against average of3.82. Thejunior has
always been a Black Bear killer —evidence;
a 6-2 career record versus UMaine.
Offensively, center David Fransoza
leads the charge for BC(6-7-2 in HE). The
senior has 14 goals and 25 assist for
39
points this season.
He is aided by left winger Marc Beran(1718-35)and previously by defensemankapta
in
See UM HOCKEY on page 18
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Boston College

Joe Cleary, who is out wit
h a knee injury.
from page 17
The series will also be
the last ever at
Alfond for college hoc
key's winningest
coach Len Ceglarski, wh
o is stepping down
after 20 seasons at Che
snut Hill and 34
seasons overall.
During that time, he has
led BC, and
previously Clarkson, to
eight trips to the
NCAA Final Four, four
trips to the NCAA
Finals, six HE regular-seas
on titles and two
HE tournament titles.
The Eagle coach is an imp
ressive 416
238-27 at BC and 670-33
5-38 overall.
For the Black Bears, winner
s of four in a
row and unbeaten in the
ir last six (5-0-1),
new all-time UMaine ass
ist leaderlim Montgomery keys the prolific
offense. Thejunior
notched his 123rd and 124
th assists Saturday, passing Dave Cap
uano. He has 33
assists this season to go alo
ng with 17 goals
for 50 points, a team-best
.
Top goal scorer Roy (25
-20-45) and
Montgomery's line-mate
Downey (15-2843)are other top point me
n.
In the nets, Snow has con
tinued his winning ways since BC saw
him last. The junior
is 19-3-1 on the season, goo
d for a nation's
best.841 winning percentag
e.The Wrentham,
Mass. native also leads HE
with a 2.48 gaa.
Game time both nights is
set for 7:05.
Shots from the Point
*Other recent Black Bea
r milestones
include Roy scoring his
100th goal against UM goalie Garth Snow, 19-3-1 this sea
son, leads the Black Be
the Chiefs and Coach
ars versus Boston Colleg
Shawn Walsh ree this weekend.(Boyd
•The UMaine power
cording his 200th win Mo
photo.)
pla
y,
whi
ch
nday versus Mer- sco
had urday night's win
red on just four of its las
ove
r
UMa
ss/
rimack.
Low
ell
.
t 27 opportuni5-1
1),
Mar
tin Robitaille (12 gp, 3-6
•Top Black Bears versus
ties, scored on five-of-nine
-9),
the Eagles — Downey
chances in Sat- Montgo
(8 gp, 3-4-7) and Peller
mery (8 gp, 5-7-12), Ro
in (12 gp,
y (8 gp,6- 3-4-7).

Can't Get Enough?
If you just can't get en

ough UMaine hockey
, then

WOMEN

•UMaine Hockey

Hockey stats

23-3-1 Overall —12-2-1
HE
Name
GP
G
A Pts +/M'ntgomery 27 18
33 50 +20
Roy
25 25 20 45 +20
Downey
27 15 29 44 +18
Pellerin
27 22 21 43 +27
Ingraham
27 12 21 33 +20
Tardif
21
14 13 27 +6
Robitaille
21
4 17 21 +8
Imes
21' 2 13 15 +23
Fenton
16
6
8 14 +13
Weinrich
27
1
13 14 +15
Salfi
22
7
6 13 +1
Martin
22
2 10 12 +11
Olson
11
8
3 11 +9
Conlan
21
8
1
9 +3
Saunders
10
1
7
8
+6
LaCouture
23
3
4
7 +2
Silverman
20
2
5
7 +17
Link
25
3
3 6+10
Barkley
11
1
4 5 +6
Murphy
26
0
6 6 +18
Burcar
10
1
3
4 +7
Mintz
3
1
1
2 +2
Widmeyer
16
1
1
2 E

check out...

S

Ice Hockey
v. University of New Br
unswick, St. John's
Saturday, February 15
th, 2:00pm
and Sunday, February
16th, 8:00am
v. Colby
Monday, February 17
th, 7:00pm
-Free Admission.
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SpurtsShorts
Baseball Notes
AL West
• The Texas Rangers unveiled a
ballpark design Wednesday with a short
rightfield fence.
The still unnamed stadium which will
be located next to the Rangers' current
Arlington Stadium home,is expected to be
ready by the spring of 1994. Construction
begins in May on the grass-field 48,100
seat stadium.
• California Angels reliever Mark Eichorn agreed to a one-year deal with an
option for a guaranteed $1.9 million. Eichorn, who made $680,000 last season, gets
$1.75 million this season and the Angels
have an option for 1993 at $2 million with a
$150,000 buyout.
Al East
•Troubled New York Yankees left-hander Steve Howe reportedly threatened a reporter working on a story. Tim Layden of
Newsday was turned down when he sought
an interview with Howe, whose battle with
drugs and alcohol appears to have resumed
with his arrest in Montana on drug charges.
Layden was doing an interview near Howe's
home, when Howe reportedly interrupted,
saying:"Step lightly...this is a small town...
You might have trouble getting out of here.
That's not a threat. It's a promise."
Howe was also fined Wednesday for
striking a light pole with his car and leaving
the scene without identifying himself. The
accident happened Dec. 7 and the fine
amounted to $125.

•The Toronto Blue Jays are still looking
for middle-infield back-up. Free agent Scott
Fletcher is a possibility to work behind
second baseman Roberto Alomar and rookie shortstop Eddie Zosky. The Jays would
like to move or phase out Manuel Lee.
•Cleveland Indians shortstop Felix Fermin agreed to a $950,000 contract Wednesday, a raise of $375,000 from last season.
NL West
•Atlanta Braves reliever Alejandro Pena
reached an agreement Wednesday for a oneyear deal worth $2.65 million. Pena, who
earned $1 million last season, had sought
$2.95 million in arbitration; the Braves had
offered $2.1 million. The deal leaves only
Cy Young award winnerTom Glavine heading to arbitration for the Braves.
• Los Angeles Dodger outfielder Kal
Daniels avoided an arbitration hearing by
agreeing to a one-year contract worth $2.5
million. Daniels,the final Dodgers player in
arbitration, had asked for $3.5 million while
the team came in a $2.25 million.
• Houston Astros third baseman Ken
Caminiti agreed to a one-year contract with
$1.5 million, a raise of $800,000. Caminiti,
who hit .253 in 1991 with 13 homers and 80
RBI, had asked for $1.85 million; Houston
offered $1.1 million.
• San Diego Padres pitcher Greg Harris
agreed to a two-year deal worth $3.05 million.
He gets a $50,000 signing bonus, $1 million
for this season and $2 million for 1993.
NL East
• The New York Met's 1992 fate might

Cecilia
Smith
Jazz
Quartet

be decided today in Tampa. Dwight Gooden, the Mets right-hander and staff leader,
will throw from the mound for the first time
since he had surgery to repair a tear in his
rotator cuff. New Mets manager Jeff Torborg will be on hand.
Also, owners extended their winning
streak to six, and 8-2 overall, Wednesday
when arbitrator Robert Creo ruled for the
Mets against shortstop Kevin Eisler. Creo
awarded Elster $760,000 rather than the
player's request of $1.35 million. The
Mets settled with two players: catcher
Macky Sasser and infielder Bill Pecota.
Pecota agreed to $775,000, a raise of
$270,000.

Tark may head for SDSU
Jerry Tarkanian already owns a condominium in San Diego. Will it become his
full-time home next season?
Tarkanian, who is stepping down as
UNLV Coach at the end of this season, is
regtedly a leading candidate to take over
at San Diego State. The Aztecs fired Jim
Brandenburg on Tuesday and named Jim
Harrick Jr. Interim coach.
Quoting unidentified sources, The Las
Vegas Sun said there's a 50-50 chance Tarkanian will take the SDS job. Tarkanian
downplayed the speculation.
"No, no deal has been made," he said.
"I'm not making any decisions until after the
season."
The Sun said San Diego State president
Thomas Day will not make the final decisions until after the season on Branden-

Financial Aid
Deadlines!
TYPE OF FORM

SEND 10

MAIL BY

Financial Aid Form (FAF)
fuse "Estimated" income

College Scholarship
Service, Princeton, NJ

Feb 15, 1992

if necessary)

08541

1991 Federal Tax Returns

Office of Student Aid
Wingate Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469

and the

Don Stratton
Trio
energetic straight ahead jazzvibraphone, guitar,
bass, and
drums

7:30 pm
Saturday, February 15th
Hauck Auditorium, in the Union

Tickets- 1$ on sale at the door, and the week of the
event at the Information Booth, Memorial Union, 8:30 - 4:30

burg's replacement.
"If Day wants to hire Tarkanian, he will
be there. If he doesn't, (athletic director
Fred) Miller will have to look elsewhere,"
the newspaper source is quoted as saying.
"Day's concerned about the school's
academic reputation,and he's also concerned
about the NCAA coming down on the school
if he brings Tarkanian to San Diego State."
Tarkanian, who has a 14-year running
battle with the NCAA, announced in June
that he would leave UNLV at the end of this
season. His decision came 10 days after the
publication of photos showing three former
UNLV players with convicted sports fixer
Richard Perry.
Tarkanian indicated that his long-time
assistant Tim Grgurich would be part of any
deal with San Diego State.
"Timmy's the best, absolutely the best,"
Tarkanian said. "I wouldn't go anywhere
without him."
The Sun reported that Tarkanian and
Grgurich took part in a conference call with
Miller and San Diego officials on Tuesday,
but Tarkanian and Miller denied that such a
call took place.
"I really don't want to say anything right
now,"Tarkanian said."I'm just trying to get
ready for our game Thursday with San Jose.
"But I'll say this: San Diego is a great
city. I have a condo there. And Fred Miller
is without question the smartest athletic
director in the country. His record speaks for
itself."
Miller hired Tarkanian at Long Beach
State in 1968 and the two have remained
close friends.

'dependent

"ON-TIME"
DEADLINE
March 1, 1992

April 20, 1992

students must
submit SIGNED
copy of parent's
tax

return.

'student tax returns
MAY be required.
Retain a copy
before filing.
Stafford Loan
Summer 1992 and

Office of Student Aid
Wingate Hall

Academic Year 1992-93

University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469

College Work-Study
Summer 1992

Office of Student Aid
Wingate Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469

Applications
available at banks,
credit unions, and

May 1, 1992
for Summer,

savings institutions.

June 1, 1992
for Academic

The FAF is required.

Year.

Applications
available at Office
of Student Aid,
Wingate Hall.

April 1, 1992

Applications are Available in the Office
of Student Aid, Wingate Hall, 2nd Floor

Stop by Today!
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SWM seekinglady 20-29who considerself
slim and attractive. I'm into movies, bowling,
watching videosathunie,visiting nice restaurants
and rollerskating. 12'10001
Hypnoitsf- Forget astroiogy—get a dear, solid
head A strong mind is a better mind. Deep
relaxation techniques Forget drugs! Student
rates. ,
1 10014
SM 28w4iolikesmusic mouritToineering,movies,
the stars and the New Age is searching for an
intelligent, sensitive SF w/ the some interests.
e10011
SViki
-S-VVF-1-F22-e7ngineering student
with great earring potential seeks someone to
have candlelight dinners and walks on the
Leach Not interested in one night stands or
weekend flings. e10021

DMA mod scientist Trw-Vin college seeks
assistant/ co-conspirator. Wicked nice bunnies!
If10022
51401/11A 23 years old,6 ft. kilt, full of Jun,;coking
for a full figured SVVF or DWF who is drug free,
who likes dancing, movies, hiking, and intimate
tunes Must be 18-25 and haw a great sense of
humor. looks not important.,
1 10023

l'i6rossonaounsee---speciAc for students
and faculty.Group-Individual,all areasincluding
self-actualization, interactive, humanistic,
astrological. Astrograms also individually
prepared."10009

Photographer looking for attractive models, no
experience necessary Senior portraits, portfolio
work, eic Compensated for your time with free
photos. 1210020
Responside mamedcoupie seeks bliciuse or
apartment sitfor the 1992-1993academic year

or longer. References available:e10019

5M24eccenkic,sornewtiatsctipsistfluentin Fiera,
bimodd strudurulist Seddnglikewisecxxnrnaidea.
The similarity ends m the brs*ig. Exact your
destiny. Tr 10017
SWR 2T,-aihlenc, citivenluteus and aka:live,
seeks similar SWF for weekend get-awcrys,
romantic eveningsand quality time. Spontaneity
and a loveforthe"finerthings"essential. 1T1CO24

Responding to a Person 2 Person ad

found
FOUND: Eye-glasses + contact holder
with glasses inside, silver + grayframes.
Found on sidewalk near Chadbourne
Hall on 2/12. Call Estabrook x8730.
FOUND: One inhaler Mon. 2/10 between Neville and Barrows Hall. Call
581-7789.
FOUND:Two keys on a key chain. The
chain is turquoise blue & black in the
shape of a bowling pin. Call Monique
at 581-6859.
FOUND:Textbook-Makersof the Western Tradition - in the library - Call 5811273 or stop by the Maine Campus.
Lose something? Find something?
Stop by the Maine Campus for your
FREE lost or found ad.

—
creative, original poetry from
gY students, faculty
for its Spring'92 publication Theme:Pathways
totheTreeoflife. University Paste-up Produdions.
v10008

travel
Heading for Europe this summer?let
there anytime for S160 with AIRHITCH.
(Reported in Let's Go! St NY Times.)
CARIBBEAN—S189 roundtrip air to
somewhere sunny & warm. Hitch a
ride. AIRHITCH, 212-864-2000.
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA BEACHES FUN IN THE SUN, 4/Rm prices.
Daytona S139, Panama City $129
Kitch, Wtrfrt & Trans Available Call
CMI at 1-800-423-5264
"SPRING BREAK 92—CANCUN,MX
— PRICES FROM $299" Featuring
the Oasis Cancun Hotel!!! Other lower priced hotels available. Guaranteed lowest prices on campus!!! For
more info call Advance Travel at 800755-7996 Reservation lines open from
9:00AM-10:00PM
SKI-Intercollegiate Ski Weeks, $189.
Includes:5 DAY LIFT TICKET/5 NIGHTS
LODGING (MOUNTAINSIDE CONDO)/5 DAYS INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTIVITIES(Drinking Age-18),Sponsored
by Labatt's & MT. SUTTON, CANADA
(Just across the Vermont Border). Group
Leader Discounts. Spring break 92
Call Ski Travel Unlimited 1 -800-999SKI-9.

misc.
Orono Thrift Shop from Main St. 2nd
rt. off tine. Wed 11-4 Sat 11-2.

SVVM who is into SiciTrek,cross-oountry skiing
&movies is looking for SWF w/similar interests.
Must be somewhat attractive. No big egos

please.,
1 10010
rit riVT"
g, typing service. ProlessicTnal
writer with research, evaluation and analytical
skills, making you look good. Prompt and
responsible.Also résumés professionally written
and strategically prepared with target letters
e10012
SM 24fun loving,careJui rni-Oedaften too rice
dude looking io go wild with right enough
natural girl. Make no promises, I want to press
your bulions. let's play scrabble Tt10018

1400-988-5035
(Call costs $1.99/minute)

Placing your free Person 2 Person ad
You can place your ad by caning 581-127301 by stopping by our °likes in Lord
Hall. All Person 2 Person ads are free and
kept confidential. When you place your ad you'll be given a yoke mailbox
'
,
number and a toll free number to call to receive
your messages. After you receive your box number you'll need to record a greeting
for people leaving messages for you.

Nam' e Campusclassifieds
LOST: Black leather wallet, lost on 2/10
either at Neville, Barrows or Murry.
Cash reward. Kris Flemming xl 7442.
LOST: A pair oft-shell glasses at Memorial Gym on Feb. 9th. Call 8663503. Reward.
LOST: A small gold crucifix on a chain,
in Lengyl gym. Great sentimental value. Call or leave message at 581-7491,
ask for Aaron.
LOST: Wide band gold ring with large
amethyst and small diamonds. Cash
reward. Call 581-1157 or 947-0622.

seven:II options,avoilie now. e10007

SWFTI;Wrigent,slim andattroctiveenginng
major looking for a man who win treat me
golden. I enjoy smoking butts, getting wasted,
good sex &veggtng in frontofthe TV Interested?
010016

Just call 1-900-988-51335 from any touch-tone phone where you receive a bill and
enter the 5-digit
'
number of the ad
,
that interests you. If your phone is set to pulse instead of tone, you'll need to set
it to tone after accessing the system.
You may then leave a response, enter another
'
,
number, or browse through other messages. (Calls cost $1.99/min.)

lost

-Share
°tux.), perfect Tor a
nice student, everything included, reasonable.

Stop by the basement ofLord Hall
for your classified ad.

apartments

services

Country-Living Townhouse Apts
NEW 2 bdrm 1 1/2 bath, on site Indry.
Heat water, sewer. 9 miles from UM
BRADLEY Sec. Dep. 1 yr Ise. $575/mo
866-7798.

Send your sweetheart a message of
love. Featuring male/female singing
& dancing telegrams. Exotica 9474406

ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE. $660/
mo. Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement. AVAILABLE NOW.W/D Hookup.
Incl. Heat, water, sewer. No Pets. Sec.
Dep. 1 yr. lease. Close to campus. Call
945-6955 or 945-5260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD.$575/mo.Luxury 2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths.
Washer/dryer. Storage. Heat, water,
sewer Incl. Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr.
lease. Call 945-6955 or 945-5260
House for rent - Clean, 4BR, LR, DR,
kitchen. Washer/dryer + storage Easy
oil heat available for spring semester.
Serious only. 866-2386.

study away
National Student Exchange, applications should be in ASAP. Will continue
to accept.
Wales and other applications are due
by mid-Feb. Many programs have rolling admissions. Inquire.
Quebec? France? Are these the homelands of your family? Study there to
learn about your culture.
Academic credits earned on study away
programs apply to a UM degree. All
mabr and coil-•es.

CLOWN college grad will do parties,
promotions+ workshops,includesjuggling + magic. Call Max 581-8767
Camera Repairs—All types of cameras serviced Call 581-2142 Leave msg
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers, hemming, etc, Will
pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 8275115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY! Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.

for sale
Rossignol skis 175s Bindings, Poles,
Boots LDS size 9. $200 or best offer.
945-5520
Roundtrip Airline Ticket to anywhere
Delta's Business Express flies. Must sell
ASAP-S150. Call 947-3841.

personals
Hey Jenn It's your birthday. Hope you
have a happy one! Love all your friends
from 2nd & 3rd!
Get Personal. Stop by the basement
of Lord Hall today to place your personal ad.

D
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Players' message: AIDS doesn't discriminate
By Frank Spurr
Verbatim Staff Writer
Although theirskits provoke
unrestrained laughter attimes,
The Not Ready for Bedtime
Players hope audiences come
away with some life-saving
messages as well.
The players are University
of Maine students who want to
make others aware of the dangers of unprotected sex, especially sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). They do this by
performing skits designed to
alert students to the dangers of
unprotected sex and by noting
options available to deal with
these dangers.
A drill sergeant and The Sex
Lady help in making these
points.
One of the skits depicts a
squad of soldiers learning how
to place a condom on a banana,
in the event they should encounter a situation requiring
the real thing. The drill sergeant, impatient with her raw
recruits, inspects the bananas
and discovers broken condom,,
condoms lacking a reservoir at
the end and condoms containing too much air. She subsequently berates her soldiers as

a real sergeant would do ifshe
found an unclean rifle during
inspection.
The Sex Lady also presents
a way of practicing safe-sex:
abstinence.
"Whenever I get the hormonal urge," she says, "I just
pop a cherry lifesaver in my
mouth and suck away."
While her method may work

itsinks in,"Program Coordinatorfor Residential Life and Student Services Sheri Cousins
said.
While the Not Ready for
Bedtime Players is new at
UMaine,theconceptoriginated
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.There,a group
of peer and health educators
formed a similar theatrical

"Whenever I get the hormonal
urge, Ijust pop a cherry lifesaver
in my mouth and suck away."
—The Sex Lady
for her, it's evident that abstinence is not an option on many
college campuses. The Not
Ready for Bedtime Players
present other methods designed to inform the college
population of the necessity of
safe sex.
'Often times,when you deal
with college aged students,they
think they're invincible and
they don't really recognize major issues out there as being
connected to them. It's not until they meet up with someone
who has been affected by it that

group in an attempt to make
students aware of AIDS and
HIV related issues.
Cousins learned of the program at a conference and imported it to UMaine.Under her
direction, students were
trained in AIDS related issues
and prepared a series of 12
skits dealing with effects of
HIV.
"The whole series of 12 will
be looking at the misinformation of AIDS,the impact it will
Eric Chapman of The Not Ready for Bedtime Players,
See BEDTIME on page V8
tells students that AIDS can affect anyone.(Baer Photo)

Clowning achievement in life of UMaine student
By Melissa Adams
Verbatim Staff Writer

ITMaine Theater Student Lou Johnson,(also known as Max the Clown), is a
graduate of Ringling Bros. and Barnum and Bailey Clown College.

In October 1990, Lou Johnson got his bachelor's degree
after only eight weeks of class.
He was one of40individuals
in the world hand picked to
attend a prestigious institution
that receives 3,000 to 5,000
applications annually.
To the average college student, attending and graduating college after eight weeks
could sound like an impossible
achievement: an insane proposition with the environment of
a three-ring circus. Was it Lou?
"Oh sure,"he answered with
a smile and a big belly laugh.
What else would you expect
from a graduate ofthe Ringling
Brothers and Barnum Bailey
Clown College?

For Johnson, 24, his graduation on Oct. 13, 1989 frorri
Clown College with his B.F.A.
(Bachelor of Fun Arta)was the
culmination ofa lifetime ofpractice, talent and laughs.
It all started with a little
help from Mr. Rogers, a film
and two tennis balls.

In the Beginning
"I was a really big TV
watcher[a lotof]Sesame Street,
all the public television," said
the 6'6", 190 pound Boston,
Mass. native. "A certain episode of Mr. Roger's Neighborhood had a juggler and a film
on juggling.
"Theyshowed thefilm in slow
motion, watching the ball go
back and forth — all the tricks,"
hesaid,and eventually sped the
film up to normal speed.
See CLOWN on page V8
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ax Facts by Beverly A. Gabe

A review of the latest tapes, albums an
d

CDs

Lucas
To Rap My World Around
You

Lucas' To Rap My World Around You
an adventure in
hit and miss tactics.
John Mellencamp
Whenever We Wanted

on fire,/ Here on this bench in very places his music is likel
y
the stench of the world you to be played."So hey
you can
smile/ And we are a magic say so much morq/ with
your
isle." Now isn't that sweet?
hips than with your lips." Does
In his first album, Lucas
Lucas transcends interna- that catch the spirit of
local
fuses jazz and rap into a tional bord
ers by slipping into dance clubs or what?
smooth danceable combina- French duri
ng some of his
While treading on the untion that'll make your ears songs. In fact,
he hastwosongs broken terrain of his medium,
tingle.
which are done over in French Lucas has invariably
stepped
The first cut off the album, entirely. "Fre
nch Pastry," is a into a pothole with the songs,
"Show Me Your Moves," fea- combination
of French and "Storm Warning,"and "Sitting
tures the mellow horns,and English. The
old seventies In A Breeze With Jazz." He
awkward timing characteriz- song, "Vou
lez-vous coucher tries out new styles with
ing Lucas' music. The lyrics avec moi, ce
soir?" is sampled pseudo-Jamaican accents and
are not poetic in quality but into this selec
tion for a unique cowbells and like a mad scienhis phrasing makes up for kind of paro
dy of songs which tist, his experiment blows up
what is lacking.
seek to be bilingual.
in his face.
Every once in a while
Lucas also has a type of
Lucas' album is an adventhough, Lucas does come up message
for us during Na- ture in hit and miss tacti
cs.
with some interesting lines: tional Con
dom Week in Most of the time he hits his
In the song "Rap The Night Trench Pastr
y."'Do you have mark and the result is a new
Around U," he uses back- in you bag,
in the color of the type of rap with a smoo
th
ground singers similar to the french flag,/
For jimmy you chaser of jazz. To Rap My
ones found in the cartoon, know,No?/
then I ain't getting World Around Youjepre
sents
"Hammer Man," to help him my slice
of French pastry." the newest breed of euro
-pop
harmonize his voice into our Good choic
e, Lucas.
artists to bombard the Ameriminds. "I grow dizzy and fall
With,"Check Your Mind At can music scene.
Do yourself a
into a whirlpool of desire/ my The Door
," he makes fun of favor, let Lucas rap his
world
lips, my brain, my words all dance club
atmospheres- the around you.

with a good time/ Just keep yourself
protected, make a list." Do you suppose
Mellencamp knew this was National
John Mellencamp is having trouble Cond
om week?
with the demons that plague the world
Whenever We Wanted is full oftypical
on his new album, Whenever We Wanted.
Mellencamp guitar riffs, harmonizing
In his own good-old-boy way, John back
ground vocals, and politically corMellencamp tackles the problems facing
rect messages.He hasadded manythings
the world,showing that noone issafefrom
to his musical repertoire over the years;
the messthat hasbeen madeofthe planet.
the only part of John Mellencamp that
In the debut song from the album,
has been left behind is the Cougar part.
"Love and Happiness," Mellencamp is
charmingly blunt in his analysis of the
world."So, if you sell arms/ Or you run
A Man Called (E)
dope/You got respecVAnd you got hope/
But the rest of us die/ On your battleE is like no other artist you will heir.
fields/ With wounds that fester and
He sounds a little like Sting,They Might
bleed/ But never heal." Without the use
Be Giants and The Smiths,but you can't
of flowery metaphors or witty referreally put your finger on which one.
ences to political figures,he manages to
Perhaps the most interesting facetof
get his point across. Asa great man once
E's music is his use of the toy piano in
said,"Brevity is the essence of wit."
his songs. This is the first time I've
But he doesn't let it rest. "Now More hear
d of a toy piano being used in a pop
Than Ever,"'LastChance"and"There's
recording. It adds a child-like quality,a
So Tough" are all based on his political
kind of innocence to the music which
ideology. This album is not an escapist
creates a sense that this is blazing a
trip into mindless melody. Under the
new path for musical wanderers.
characteristic guitar riffs and flawless
What might set E in the field with
harmonies lie disturbing messages.You
the likes ofThey Might Be Giants is his
don't need to play this album backuse of sometimes bizarre and always
wards to get its meaning.
intriguing lyrics.
On a lighter note,"Again Tonight,"
In his song,"Hello Cruel World," E
parodies the typical Friday/ Saturday
begins the album with the lyrics, "Venight almost every student experinus de Milo grew an arm/ And Old
ences at least once in their college
MacDonald bought the farm/ say
career. "Go ego trip'n again tonight/
goodbye, hello cruel world." Invoking
tell the same lies they work all right
' such interesting images lends a type of
John Mellencamp's new album
Gonna wear my dancin' shoes out toshows lighter side.
fun feeling to the album. Although this
night/ Probably make a fool of myself
can be rather deceptive in the case of with
soft horns and leaves you not with
again tonight." I guess Mellencamp some
that his use ofthe toy piano is not like
songs such as "Nowheresville."
a
the feeling ofsadness over your pres
does have a lighter side after all.
ent classical instrument but
With this selection, Orono is derather an insituation, but instead with a mell
Perhaps one of the best songs on the scrib
ow strument of folly.
ed and the music comes alive. satis
faction and lookingforward to what
album is "Get A Leg Up," in which
"Nowheresville," speaks to the person is
E's music is not for the
yet to come.
Mellencamp describes the typical miswho wants to travel the world but for
unapp
reciative,it is for the person willA funny musical digression occu
understandings between men and
rs by ing to really listen. It
now is trapped in the reality of the
is possible to just
sixth track of the disc. "Symphon
women. Mellencamp also has a special
y pop this baby in and do your
Mundania."I wanna see Paris/ Insane for
homework,
Toy Piano in G minor,"is a 34seco
Valentine's day message for our faithnd but E deserves your full atten
on the Seine/ I wanna do that bull run paro
tion. If
dy of himself and his use of the
ful Verbatim readers. "Nothing wrong
toy you're willing to try anew
thing in Spain." The song prograiiises
typeof music,
piano. It is as if he is making the
point look under E.

Rirk
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Verbatim's top five twenty-five: couples

Maine Campus editors list their favorite cultural pick
John Baer
Photo Editor

s of all time

Jill Berryman
External City Editor

1.Jim Baker and Jessica
1. Bo and Hope. What
Hahn.This is by far my favor- hasn't this couple
been
ite couple in history.Jim Baker through? After the
wedding
was living large during his everything wasfine
until they
encounters with Jessica, and were shipwrecked
and
Can Clay
who can blame the crying stranded on an island,
and
Editor
teleevangalist.Jessica also did then Hope was blown up and
quite, well as I'm sure, if noth- so Bo found a new beau
but
1. Elizabeth Taylor and
ing else, her pocketbook was now he's been kidnapp
ed, be- Larry Fortenski. Sure he
always satisfied.
cause these are the Days of loves you Liz, this virtual no2. Mike Tyson and Rob- our Lives.
body couldn't just be interins Givens. No doubt Ms.
2.Jack and Jennifer.Also ested in your money and fame.
Givens (and her mother) are part of the Days of our Lives
It must really be true love this
getting quite a laugh about crew. The first time they
had time. Not.
her ex-husband's plight. I'd sex was after they too had
2.Ren and Stim py.OK so
like to see a fight held in the been shipwrecked and Jenthey're a dog and a cat, and
big-house between Tyson and nifer swam with her
dia- they're weird. They also hapfellow inmates in which all phragm in hand to an island.
pen to be our favorite cartoon
procedes would benefit the Their luggage may have been
couple, of course we're all
department of corrections. By eaten by sharks but they had weird
too. It's amazing the
doing this the champ could protected sex.
number of people who pass in
still fight and prison over3.Robert and Anna. Who and out of our officesshouting
crowding would minimized.
could forget the exciting epi- "I am the cat, I wrote that
3. Peter Gavett and sode of GeneralHospital when poem."
Victoria Watras. Now, I'm Anna tied Robert to a support
3. Brent Littlefield and
not sure if this was ever a beam with her silk stockings, his Ego.
No other couple could
couple, but the University of fed him strawberries and possibly
be as compatible as
Maine spent over $35,000 dol- whipped cream, undressed in this. After
all, no one else can
lars to make sure we would front of him and then,just as stand these
two, they have to
never know.
Robert looked like he was like each other.
4. William Kennedy about to explode, she left. He
4. Batman and Robin.
Smith and Patricia Bow- married her anyway.
They may not be a couple per
men. This wasn't the most
4. Nancy and Ronald se but,he did always call Robin
romantic couple in history but, Reagan. Not a soap opera the 'boy wonder'.
Things that
none-the-less, it was the most couple,or are they?The couple make you go H/TUT1M
publicized couple in latter part ofthe 80's. Even though rela5. The Dukes of Hazof 1991.
tions between Nancy and ard. No matter how you
5. Gary Hart and Donna Frank may be questionable, slice it, this show was a loser
Rice.Too bad Gary gotcaught, love has seen this photogenic from start to finish. How
he might have been able to couple through it all.
incestuous could this town
live up to the Kennedy repu5. Liz Taylor and hus- be? The best thing televitation ifhe hadn't been nabbed band number five, six, sion ever did for that show
and then became president.
seven....
was to cancel it.

•
•

Frank Spurr
Arts Editor

I. Kermit the Frog and
Mims Piggy. Your typical
story of frog meets pig, frog
loses pig, pig karates frog in
the privates and frog succumbs to pig.
2. Juliet and Romeo. I
figure someone has to mention the most famous duo in
history. I think they decided
to date just to piss off their
parents, who didn't get along.
Talk about rebelling.
3. Kathleen Turner and
William Hurt. They were in
Body Heatone of the sweatiest movies ever made.
Kathleen Turner's voice is
enough to make any guy rise
up and take notice.
4.Adam and Eve.They had
the whole place to themselves
and they still decide to raid the
big guy's apple orchard.
5. Egg and Sperm. Without them, we'd probably be
amoebas.We wouldn'thave the
stress ofa normal relationship,
but we'd constantly endure the
pains ofsplitting up.Thesperm
travels vastdistances,fends off
rivals and endures dark passageways only to find the egg
hard to get and difficult to penetrate. Kinda like a real relationship.

Jen Crotty
Copy Editor

1)Humphrey Bogartand
Ingrid
Bergman. in
Casablanca. The man may
not have been beautiful, but
she was, and the angst and
piano playing these two go
through make their final scene
heartbreaking.
2) Hannah and Marty.
The ultimate you-do-yourthing-I'll-do-mine cool couple
of the 90s. Someday I hope to
be able to dress like Jamie Lee
Curtis. And I'll still sing.
3)Dashiell Hammettand
Lillian Hellman. Great writers. They must have been
doing something right,unconventional though their relationship may have been. Their
love affair survived decades
of alcoholism, McCarthyism,
wars and separations.
4) Ben and Jerry. Tell
me there's anything (well, almost anything) that makes
you feel better than an occasional pint of Chocolate Chip
Cookie Dough.These guys are
great together.
5) Wayne and Garth.
Most excellent. Way. (This
one wasn't my idea. Really. I
wanted Spencer Tracy and
Katherine Hepburn.Happy V
Day, Stuart.)

Technical director inspires students
By William R Grasso
Verbatim Staff Writer

Under Hauck Auditorium,a
light is switched on by a tall
man in faded jeans, sneakers
and a T-shirt. Over the T-shirt
is an old and somewhat tattered plaid flannel shirt that
flutters in the air as he moves
to the door at the back of the
workshop.
With long, gray hair pulled
into a ponytail to keep it out of
his eyes, he site at a desk just
inside the doortoexaminesome
stage plans. With today's
projects in mind,Ken Winship
sets about opening up the shop
for his workers.
Winship is the Theater
Department's technical director; he is responsible for building the stage sets used in department productions. Notonly
must he choose the materials
to use in building, he must also
makethesetfit the stagespace,
make it safe and supervise his
workers.

His workers are students in
the Stage Props and Scene
Painting(THE 2241.) and the
Intro to Scenic Construction
and Design (THE 226L) labs
and work-study students.
Winship doesn't just come
here to teach; he comes here to
learn and help the students
grow.
"I have been so inspired by
learning, and I want to share
my inspiration with these students," Winship said."I get the
opportunity toshare with these
young adults that are open and
willing to learn. They give me
that gift."
Winship's inspiration for
learning is communicated to
his students. His quiet manner
and innate exuberance help to
motivate them. As part of an
assignment,Mike Gaffney was
asked to paint a flat(large canvas used in a set)of a doorway;
Winship wanted him to add a
lion's head door knocker.
"Well, I didn't want to do it.
I probably wouldn't have done
it ifanyone else had asked me,"
Gaffneysaid.'They would have

said'Well try'and left it atthat.
Ken really pushed it out of me.
The door was much better, I
was proud. He's like that; he
helps you do it yourself."
Winship callsoneofhisforms
ofencouragement"shifting perspective." If people are experiencing difficulty or frustration,
Ken tries to put the work and
the problem into perspective.
"There is a difference in
someone's personal view when
he knows what he is doing. For
example, there were once two
stone cutters, and when asked
what they were doing, one answered 'cutting stone', and the
other said 'building a cathedral.'That's whatit's all about."
Since coming to the University of Maine in 1989, Winship
has done a lot of reorganizing.
What was once piles and piles
of junk has been placed into
ingenious pipe and wood storage shelves. Tools have been
placed into a locker designed
and built by Winship himself.
His latest project is to reorgaSee WINSHIP on page V6
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ME Nor READY FOR BE

Laughing,loving and learning with peer w
s ho care abouts

Based on World Health Organizal
pected to be infected with HIV,
ti
As ofJune 1991,there are an esti
rn
366,000 cases have been report
ed i
James Chin, "Increasingly, hete
l
predominant mode of HIV trans
will account for increasing numb
er
expected to account for up
to 71
transmission about 10 percent. Intr
a
About 500,000 children no ha
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their mothers in pregnancy.
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ex,AIDSanda whole lot more

The Players: Eric Chapman,Barrie Densmore,
Carrie Hess, Annisa Lamberton,Laurie Pillsbury,
Sherry Pineau, Cindy Stewart, Brett Wolfgram,
Jane! Worcester.

Ion estimates, 40 million people are exae virus that causes AIDS, by the year 2000.
ated 10 million infected adults; more than
n 162 countries. According to WHO official
.osexual transmission will become the
mission throughout the world," and women
s of cases. Heterosexual transmission is
)percent of the infections and homosexual
venous drug users will accountfor 10 percent.
AIDS, due to transmission of the virus from
ay 31, 1991, The Federal Centers for Disease
,6 Americans have been afflicted with AIDS
th and Human Services reported that AIDS
1990, an increase of 13 percent from 1989.
and Book of Facts

Photos by John Baer.
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The Verbatim Bookshelf

by Sarah Pagano

Marya
By Joyce Carol Oates

kin, she's my husband's niece." She
Marya I -comes more and more ar- charcoal sket
ches of herself and hangs
doesn't have the power to analyze the
ticulate as she gets older and her expe- them
in her dorm room where she is
words yet, and she doesn't do so; it is
rience becomes more diverse. But alon
Joyce Carol Oates titles her novel of this
e and free. Marya isthechooser,she
sensitivity to the child's develop- Oate
s N., ,,aves in mirror images of old does not need
a young woman's coming of age simply
to open up to others until
ment which enables Oates to write so
experieni ,s; Marya is confronted again she is read
Marya, and it is enough. Oates capy, until she has formed herconvincingly and grippingly.
and again with early lessons of grief self and
tures intimate moments of feminine
healed from her past. ,
Marya is sexually abused by her
and fear Ind anger.
consciousness in a work that contribWhen Marya begins to break down
cousin,and Oatesevokes both the pain
Her early sexual abuse causes her in her powe
utes to the effort of finding a feminine
rful forward movement to
and the distance her character experito hate her very roots and her own gain know
language, a feminine voice.
ledge, it is after she has
ences as an abuse victim through the
sexuality. She survives a gang rape at work
Marya's childhood consciousness is juxt
ed as a critic, intellectual comaposition of Marya's analytical her
high school graduation party where mentator
deeply enmeshed with her mother's
and American delegate. She
observations and her recording offraga group of 'friends" brutally cut her has, in
essence, her mother's body, her
short, experienced the brutalments of words her abuser utters.
hair in a frenzy ofjealousy and hatred ity
mother's feelings. The words the child
of the world to its fullest. She has
Even in the grip of abuse Marya is almo
st too painful to read. Her sur- listened
Marya uses are exquisitely real and
to accounts of unspeakable
able to question, to distance herself
vival ofthis experience echoes her own horr
come from the body. The child deors human beings have inflicted
and to think. He individuality, her
mother's words of defiance: 'I'm Joe upon
scribes thingsshe does not understand,
one another,and she has felt her
fierce love of life and her desire to
Knauer's wife and he'll kill you, he own
and in this way Oates writes rhythmipain reflected in the accounts.
control her life become visible aspects
lays hands on you,you bastard fucker,
cally, naturally expressing all of a
Moreover, she has had love affairs
of her self. As her eyes are glued to a
you better get out of here."
child's experience, notjust that which
which have penetrated the walls of
broken windshield, her mind absently
Marya's concentrated effort to con- her isola
is consciously understood.
tion, and she can no longer
noting the web-like lines,'she never
trol her environment through the de- say
When her mother abandons her and clos
she does not love. The man she
ed her eyes because- how did she velo
pment of her intellect and the cor- loves with
her brothers to an uncle, Marya feels
know this?- the gesture might ange
all ofher being dies,and she
r responding isolation of her unde
pain, but her mind continues to think
r- mustadmit herexistence was threaded
him, might make him rough. There
graduate years seems a just and intel- deep
objectively, and here are the first intily with his.She continues to try to
was something about being weak or
ligent response to a world that has
mations of a split between consciousbe distant, to not care, but the pain
showing weakness that all the boys
shown her so much violence.
ness and feelings, a split Marya will
begins to flower, to grow within her,
were roused by..."
She is deeply interested in the world; and
struggle to repair all of her life.
she imagines that she is pregThis fear of weakness becomes a she
watches people,covets their posses- nant
Marys repeats words she overhears prim
. Marya returns home to find her
ary force oflife for Marya,driving sions
, but more deeply Maria remains moth
her aunt say to a friend:"She's not my
er,and the circle is complete,the
her onward in a violent search for self.
engrossed by herself. She draws strong
web finished.

...other recommendations Winship
Tony Brinkley, associate professor
At the Maack Limit4 by Jean
Amery
FACLEGALaill.sisaistilem, by Hannah Arendt

of English

"Amery has written the most uncompromisingly angry book I've ever
read. And Arendt is one ofthe peop
le
he is angry with.."

Brooks Hamilton, professor emerit

us ofjournalism

Dickens, by Peter Ackroyd
'Dickens is a fascinating person. I
Conflicts ofLaw and Morality, by did
not know where he came from
Kent Greenawalt
and that his family always lived on
Den of Thieved by James B. the
edge of the poorhouse."
Stewart

Sarah Faragher, UMaine Bookst

ore clerk

The Collected Shorter Poems
"I had not read anything of
Kenneth Rexroth
Rexroth's, but when I opened the
. A Room witth a View, by E. M. book
up and read one poem, I was
Forester
sold."

a

from page V3

nize the propstorage room above Hauc
k. Winship apart. Because of the
closeWinship is a jack of all trades; not
ness of his work, he develops close
r
only is he a carpenter,he is a welder,
an relationships with hisstudents
.Hecares
amateur glass-blower and a meta
l about them because he knows
them.
worker. He has taught in vocation
al
"Yes, Ken does care," said Maine
schools and was one of the co-found
ers Masque President Frank Appl
ebee.'If
of the Dover Adventure Camp in
the there is some problem, Ken
wants to
Bangor area. There he taught children
help,ifhe can.Ken listens to you,wher
to work with clay, built go-carts,
e
and others would justthank you
for coming.
even blow glass as an alternative
to He's here because he loves it."
being on the streets. It was later
exWinship has only been here for four
panded into an after- school day camp
. years, but he has come to
love this
want to encourage people, give
school. But after teaching at voca
them some self-esteem. I like to
tional
com- schools, working on ship
s, welding and
municate with students; to keep
in glass blowing, why does he
stay?
touch. That's what its all about,"
he
'These kids gave me my life back
said.
.I
feel more alive now than I have
ever
The personal touch is what sets
felt," Winship said.'I feel rich."

'Peanuts playing for Goodman'

Diane Genthner, UMaine Bookst
ore clerk
5imple Living, by Wanda
"It takes place 200 years into the
Urbanska and Frank Levering
future and whose main protaganist is a
Death by Sleep, by Anne woma
n.Peopletraveltodifferent parts
McCaffrey
ofthe galaxy and are puttosleepfor the
trip."
Recommended new books by the

Maine Campus:

The Scramble for Africa, by Thomas Pak
enham
Unto the Sons, by Gay Talese
Backlash: the Undeclared War on Wom
en,by Susan Faludi
Drylainoii,
i t, by Robert K. Massie
Why Americans Hate Politica, by E.J. Dion
ne,Jr.
nissachusets% by Nancy Zaroulis

Peanuts Hucko will be on
hand to play a musical
tribute to Benny
Goodman,one of the great
names of the Big Band era.
will be presented at 7 p.m.
The show
Wednesday,Feb. 19 at the
MCA.
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Dorothy Clark Wilson Peace Essay
Global Federalism
By Jerome Gamache

The concept of Global Federalism concept with obviou
s pitfalls blocking trinsically homogeneous by
nature.
fits cleanly into this scope. The feder- the path,
the obstacles may not be While no external militar
y pressures
alistsystem is the submission ofstates insurmountab
le.For example,the cen- threaten to wipe out the
With the apparent death knoll of
globe, interto a larger, self—created government tral foe to
this
may be the modern nal pressures of nuclear war,
communism in the early 1990's and
massive
that reigns as supreme, while unify- sovereign state,
with its realists and population increase, poor econom
the easing of East-West tensions, a
ics,
ing and allowing for exclusive state liberal views
of self help and security. and complete environmenta
rebirth of global politics seems immil breakcontrol in all areas not expressly Overcoming
these deep setideas would down are equally as deadly,
nent for the latter part of the decade
and even
granted to the federalist government. not be easy,
but only through a patient more preventable.
and the new century. This is perhaps
The United States is a currently exist- process of educat
ing the world's best
a unique period of flux in world hisThe point of internal pressure to
ing model for this system. Each state and most influen
tial
minds to the idea. the human race raises the issues
tory, a viable opportunity if handled
of
coexists peacefully because the fed- Also, an interna
tional grass roots or- benefits derived from such a
appropriately to restructure the world eral
global
government regulates and con- ganization needs to remold
the mod- federal system. A bicameral federal
balance of power into channels which trols
their behavior. Is there any rea- ern psyche away from
nationalistic, system with the separation of powers
may result ultimately in peace on a
son this cannot be expanded to a glo- apathetic patriot
ic concerns to a more into executive, legislative, and judiscale as yet unknown. This may seem bal
scale? After all, that is what the liberal arts or cross perspec
tive view cial branches would ensure the fundaheady, and Utopian like, but certain defunc
t League of Nations and the of the earth. Integra
l
to
this
is the mental rights of individuals as well as
concepts merit exploration from every curren
t United Nations aspire to be, a realization by people
that they are not those ofstates. More tangible benefit
possible angle. My contribution is the world
s
policeman ofsorts. The applica- losing their current identit
y, but gain- would be the exclusion from all states'
idea of Global Federalism.
tion of this idea in the existing United ing one which
was lost thousands of budgets the costly area of armame
Before this means to an end is dis- Nations
nts,
falls short of achieving de- years ago. A uniform langua
ge would thus freeing money and technology to
cussed, a working definition or expec- sired peace.
The United Nation's power have to be set up, an idea
which is be used in massive public works and
tation of the goal of peace must be base is
so eroded that it hardly pre- being toyed with current
ly
in
linguis- aid projects. These projects would creestablished. The peace intended here vents conflic
ts at all, and is perceived tic circles. This universal langua
ge ate millions of jobs and better the
is not necessarily one of love for all to be a tool
ofthe super powers,chiefly would not replace any ethnic
or ver- lives of all humans and their states'
mankind. The 1960's seemed to show the United
States. The United Na- nacular tongue now spoken, but
only economies. Wealth could be redistribthat the innate psychology in indi- tions is weak
like the former United facilitate communication and create
a uted through taxes, pacify the haveviduals to gain power and prestige is States Article
s of Confederation and unifying bond. Also, critics to
the not nations ofthe world,and placating
fundamental.Peace needs to be looked must be change
d. This is the inevi- Limited analogy of the US federal
sys- their need to expand for additional
at in broad terms,such as inter-sover- table direction
that the United Na- tem may point to the relatively homoresources. A comprehensive populaeign or global. This idea means noth- tions must follow
and develop into a geneous population at the time of the
tion control and environmental coning more than the creation of an inter- world federal
constitution. The con- system's conception and the externa
l servation program could be also be
national atmosphere in which all states cept of a single
democratic govern- military pressures from Europe. The
instituted. Great pools of technologicoexist without solving any conflicts ment with equal
participation by con- suggestion here is that with the proper
cal information could be accumulated
by military means, or the threat senting states is
tempting.
ideology taught, the world may learn
thereof.
While this is a rather problematic to think in terms of people
See PEACE on page V8
being in-

Hudson Museum portrays aspects of Native American life

World Views." This exhibit,
here until the end of March,
For Verbatim
displays moles,brightly colored
squares offabric,stitched with
different motifs,life images and
On entering the Maine Cen- political statements. Islanders
ter for the Arts, one cannot adorn their clothing with these
help noticing the ornate, deco- pieces of cloth, containing picrative surroundings. However, tures of such things as tradithe surroundings are not there tional canoe races and the more
just for looks. The Hudson modern RCA logo.
Museum,located on threefloors
A permanent exhibit at the
of the MCA,hoiises artifacts of museum,"From Native Hands,"
various cultures for all mem- incorporatesSouthwestern potbers of the university commu- tery, textiles, silver and basnity to enjoy.
kets. This exposition demonOver 100,000 people file strates a new philosophy of dethrough the MCA doors each sign at the Hudson Museum.
year, about half of these people Visual material is used to give
browse through the museum. people a feel for the lifestyles of
Some wanderbyan performance the Indians by using real,reprenights,others travelspecifically sentative artifacts.
to marvel atHudson'streasures.
"Tribal Africa," another perFrom September to June each manent exhibit,opened on Feb.
year, about 5,000 school chil- 11.The materialsshow the simidren take tours of the exhibits. larity and diversity between difStudents admire an exhibit at the Hudson Museum.(Baer photo.
)
The Hudson is an anthropo- ferent African tribes. Artifacts
logical museum, designed to range from those employed in is to ensure enough room for the lector. An entire
room is brim- lobby for the Maine Center for
showcase artifacts important ceremonies, agriculture, craft touringstudentstomovearound. ming with
worksfrom Palmer's the Arts," she said.
for their cultural utilizations making,domesticlife,commerce
"Withoutcramming a lot in, extensive collection.
"I'm a basket maker myself,"
and as a way to represent and tribal sculptures.
there's plenty for people to see,
As in any museum, artifacts said Carol Dana, a visitor to
lifestyles of various cultures.
Bangor area schools alsocon- read, and learn about," mu- run the gamut from the rare, unthe museum and Indian Island
Currently, five diverse ex- tribute exhibitstothe museum's seum director Dr. Steve usualandirreplac
eabletothefairly resident.Atthe Micmac Indian
hibits are on display at the numerous glass casings. In the Whittington said.
common and easily acquired.
exhibit,she said,"It's more like
university museum."Our Lives "JustFor Kids"program,school
Though the University of
Joan Klussmann,Education a live exhibit ... it portrays difIn Our Hands: Micmac Indian children create fresh artifacts, Maine is suffering from severe Specialist at the Hudson
Mu- ferent aspects of native life."
Basketmakers,"displaying bas- based on a monthly idea related budget cuts, Whittington said seum, said
she believes the
Asa Native American,Dana
kets crafted by Maine Indians, to museum themes. Currently, the museum "lives conserve- museum has"a signifi
cant role said she found the display usewill be in Orono until April 26. an exhibit depicting Mayan cul- tively,"relyingon outsidefunds. to play because it's so open
to ful in that "It dispels myths
Presented by the Aroostook ture is on the third floor, made
Donations of money and ar- the public ... the museum is a about natives
and represents
Micmac Council, the basket by sixth graders at the tifacts, come from out of state cultural center in the greater
something from my life."
work and accompanying pho- Weatherbee Middle School in and Maine benefactors,as well community, providing the gal"It's too bad that students
tographs depict a slice of Na- Hampden.
as from alumni.The core ofthe lery itself, programs, lectures don't take advant
age ... it's a
Throughout the museum, museum's material was willed and tours."
tive Alaerican life.
quiet place to reflect on things
From islands offthe coast of there is a great deal of space tothe school by William Palmer,
The museum is an educa- they've neverseen ordidn'tknow
Panama comes "Molas: Kuna between cases and displays;this an alumnus and wealthy ml- tional resource ... notjust a nice existed
," Whittington said.
By Kristin L.Chasse
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Bedtime Players
have on an individual, how to talk to
your partner and how to bring up the
topic of safe-sex," Cousins said. There
are also skits dealing with the effects of
substance abuse and homosexuality.
"It's got a whole range of issues that
are very much interconnected with
HIV," she said.
The players have different reasons for
participating in these skits. Many are
expressed at the beginning of the show,
when the castintroduces themselves and
states their reasons for participating.
"I haven'talways practiced safe-sex,"
said one member of the ensemble. "I
don't wantto see you die,"said another.
Although each has a personal reason
for participating, the most important
reason is to inform audiences that AIDS
doesn't discriminate, Player Barrie
Densmore said.

from page V1
Communicating about AIDS can be
difficult for the players as well as the
audience. At first, many were uneasy
dealing with the topic. Some hadn't set
foot on stage in years.
"When we first read the script, we
weren't sure if we could do it," Player
Sherry Pineau said.
"The last thing I did(on stage)was a
fifth grade production of Cinderella,"
said Brett Wolfgram, one of two males
in the troupe.
The anxiety surrounding the issue
may be one of the reasons for the players' initial fright. It is also one of the
reasons Cousins thinks there are only
two men in the nine-player group.
"They take on a role and if they are
convincing at what they are on stage,
then when they walk across the mall or
across campus, people will see them as

Clowning achievement
"Afterward they metthejuggler and he taught the audience how to[juggle]two balls. I
just shut off the TV, grabbed
twotennis ballsoutofmy mom's
closet and just went at it."
Around the same time he
learned to juggle, another trick
was added to his repertoire—
magic.
After graduating from high
school in the spring of 1986,Lou
enrolled atUMainein thespring
of 1987 as a theatre major.
In 1989 he first saw an advertisement for clown college. When
he saw the ads again in 1990, he
decided to give it a try and headed
to Hartford,Conn forthe audition.
His juggling and magic talents,combined with his unicycle
and balancing skills came in
handy when the time came to
audition for down college.

The Audition

materials fee, reduced housing
rates and food.
According to Johnson, the
main job of circus clowns is to
entertain the audience and create a diversion during thescene
changes between acts.
Along with entertaining,the
clowns are also used if something goes wrong during an act.
"If anything happens out
there,ifthe highwire breaks or
somebody missesthe net,they'll
play a song called the 112th
Street Rag," Johnson said.
"Clowns, where ever they are,
however dressed, have to get
out there, grab something and
make them laugh."
Unlike an academic college,
there are no tests, quizzes, papers or mandatory projects.
According to Johnson the only
homework was"watching Bugs
Bunny and Abott & Costello
during lunch."
Every morning was dedicated to improvisation, makeup and acrobatics, with afternoons for field trips, seminars
and workshops.
Students learned the art of
clown make-up,designed their
own and were required to wear
it all day long to get them used
to it. They were also forbidden
to be seen in their clown
makeup wearingstreetclothes.
"When we go out in the evenings on Saturday night[to grocery store], how can you wash
away what you worked on? So
we keep it[the makeup]on,put
on a hat,funny nose and there
are 39 clowns on a Saturday
night grocery shopping."

a character and not as themselves.
They're playing roles that aren't them.
For some students, that could be real
risky," Cousins said.
The troupe deals with some of the
risk by presenting several humorous
skits within the show. Like the Sex
Lady and the Drill Sergeant routine,
the players present other skits depicting a couple fumbling around during a
first night of passion. Another skit depicts two people trying to censor the
writing of an AIDS pamphlet. Instead
ofopting for the correct biological terms
in the pamphlet,they instead use terms
like "making whoopee" and "pulsating
member."
Although humor is prevalent in the
show,several skits are serious, including "AIDS Doesn't Discriminate" and
"Sisters," in which the characters con-
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front the fact they have AIDS and must
now deal with others' reactions.
Other skits explore communicating
about former sex partners and the use
of dental dams, as well as condom use.
Student Jeff Lyqns called the production "interesting"and said the issue
was dealt with in a positive way.
"For a heavy topic, they did it very
well," he said."You have to think about
what you've done and about what other
people have done."
The Not Ready For Bedtime Players
will be presenting additional skits later
in the semester. They hope to inform
students about the seriousness of this
issue. Anyone interested is invited to
participate. If you are interested in becoming a player,booking a show orjust
getting more information,contactSheri
Cousins at 581-4561.

Be Happy...

in 1990 11 full-time position
and five alternate,on-call positions were offered.
Johnson was offered an alternate contract and stood up
high above the ring outside the
offices waiting for his interview.
-We weresuch greatfriends,"
he said."We looked down on the
whole circus area where we had
learned everything and you see
all of the clowns in their nice
outfits walking down the track
and outthe door,"he whispered
his head bowed.
"We were all in tears. We
had been through eight weeks
in one of the hardest things
anyone can do.
"Not only do you learn how
to laugh,you learn how to cry."
He entered clown college as
IouJohnson,buthe left with his
new alter ego "Max"the clown.

Today

One of14 applicants,he filled
ThisspringJohnson returned
outthe unorthodox application,
to UMaine to continue full-time
("How do you enter a big room?"
work on his degree in acting.
"When was the last time you
"After Clown College I
cried and why?""Who is your
thought,'Oh,I'm going to get a
favorite television comedian?"
contract. I know I can work in
were some of the questions, he
the circus and I'll be all set,'
got his picture taken and ex[but] life goes on" he said.
plained why he wanted to en"A bachelor offun arts,even
roll in clown college.
thought it's great [isn't good
"After that it was basically a
enough.For the entertainment
workshop," he said. "We did
industry, you need a bachelor
improvisation. They took one
of arts degree."
of my juggling clubs and said
In his off-school hours,John'OK what's this,ajuggling club,
son works as Max the Clown
right? Wrong, it's a telephone.
and does birthday parties("the
Each one of you pick it up and
meatand potatoes"ofthe clown
use it for something else.'
business,he said), parades and
'That club then became a
high school workshops.
baby bottle, someone tripped
Johnson expects to graduover it, a banana, and a camate in about a year and a half.
era. I used it for a bat," he said. Graduation
Post graduation plans include
Four weeks later, Johnson
After eight weeks, the stu- trying to get accepted into the
found out he had earned one of dents hold a graduation show master of fine arts program
at
the 40 spots in the 1990 class. and are presented their diplo- The National Theatre
Consermas by Kenneth Feld, head of vatory in Colorado program and
Higher Education
the production company that eventually to be a film a televiRingling Brothers and runs Ringling Brothers Circus. sion actor in Hollywood.
Barnum Bailey Clown College,
Outofthe40graduates,Feld
If those plans fall through,
established in 1968,is free with decides how many are needed Johnson said, he could
always
the only costs being a $600 for the upcoming year's circus- run away and join the circus.

Don't worry,Bobby McFerrin and his ten member
"Voicestra" will be appearing at the Maine Center
for the Arts tonight at 8 p.m.

Peace essay
with the removal of competing military complexes.
The benefits are incontestable. Within these benefits
may lie the key to the peaceful
survival of the human race,
which is the ultimate possible
goal. The roots of this movement can now take hold in the
newly fertile international
socio-political soil ofthe 1990's.
Mass education of a one world
ideal, coupled with not only
masscultural and educational
exchanges, but with the realization that something must
be done to overcome the blight
of sovereign competition, can
now be implemented by for-
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ward thinking intellectuals.
Even if the actual concept of
Global Federalism fails down
the road, the attempts made
in the 1990's to reach it will
undoubtedly yield immediate
peaceful benefits. As in Columbus' day when nearly everyone thoughtthat the world
was flat and it was "impossible" to circumnavigate, a
world ofpeace today is thought
of as "impossible" to achieve.
Like Columbus in the 1490's,
the 1990's is the time for intellectuals to dispell pessimists
and search for what Columbus found, a peaceful world
just over the horizon.

